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Do you see a dragon?
We also see a challenge to reduce carbon
footprints by using energy more efficiently.
Veolia Energy develops and implements sustainable solutions such as cogeneration
(capturing and converting heat into energy), renewable energy resources and
optimized efficiency of customers’ on-site infrastructure and complex equipment.
In 2008, the energy efficiency we created provided carbon emission reductions
in excess of 6.2 million tons of carbon dioxide.

The environment is our universal challenge.

Learn more about the high-quality energy and facility operations and management | veolianorthamerica.com
services we have implemented for the Galleria Shopping Center in Houston.
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IN THIS ISSUE

Downward Cycle
lot has changed in state and local government since the
ﬁrst issue of this magazine came out 22 years ago. But
the changes haven’t come in a single predictable direction. In many cases, they have run in cycles.
When we launched Governing in 1987, states were ﬂush with
money and primed for policy experiments, winning praise as the
“laboratories of democracy.” Then came the recession of 1991 and
a ﬂood of red ink, and the laboratories closed down. Five years
later, they were up and running again, as states replenished their
treasuries in boom times and once again took the lead on health,
welfare and environmental policy.
The ﬁrst few years of the new century marked a return to relative gloom, as another recession took away the capital needed
for major innovations. Then came the real estate bubble. State
ﬁnances looked healthy again, and states took on some of the
important issues that Washington was refusing to confront. Now,
of course, that’s over. Virtually every state is in desperate ﬁscal
shape. It’s hard not to feel we have been editing a magazine while
riding a public-policy roller coaster.
But it’s also difficult to escape the fear that the current downturn is qualitatively different—that states are suffering not only
from a national economic collapse but also from structural ﬂaws
that will hamper their recovery even when the national ﬁscal climate improves.
That’s the not-so-cheerful premise of this month’s cover story,
written by Rob Gurwitt. Talking to elected officials and budget
specialists all over the country, Rob came away convinced that in
much of America, the machinery of state government is simply
broken. A host of arcane and contradictory practices, some written into law by public vote, make it all but impossible to enact
the mixture of spending reductions and tax reforms that will put
states on a path toward future stability.
One reason why making progress is so hard is the reckless partisanship that has come to prevail in many legislatures. In another
detailed piece of reporting, Alan Greenblatt looks at the causes and
consequences of hyper-partisanship in one state, and offers some
ideas about how it might be overcome there and elsewhere.
A lot of what we cover this month won’t exactly be joyful to
read. But it will provide an accurate picture of what’s going on in
state ﬁscal affairs. We hope it will move the states one small step
toward confronting their long-term problems realistically.
—The Editors
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MANAGING
TECHNOLOGY

REGISTRATION
NOW OPEN
MARCH 17 & 18
SACRAMENTO, CA

RESULTS-DRIVEN COLLABORATION IN
A HIGHLY COMPLEX, STRATEGIC AND
POLITICAL ENVIRONMENT
GOVERNING’s 12th annual Managing Technology Conference is
an executive event focused on practical, realistic solutions, best
practices and cutting edge developments in effective management
of technology across the full spectrum of state and local functions.

REGISTER BY
FEBRUARY 1
AND SAVE!

Learn about challenges and successes from colleagues in other
communities, and walk away with new ideas and strategies to
address your most critical issues:
ß Streamlined Government: Making IT Consolidation Real
ß Protecting Security, Providing Access
ß The Fiscal Impact of IT Choices: Save Money or Create Jobs?
ß Cross-Border Collaboration: Sharing Systems and Services
ß Modernizing Critical Systems: UI and MMIS
ß Taking It Back: Undoing Outsourcing
ß New Workforce, New Workplace — Government 2010
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LETTERS

Drug Court Verdict
Your November proﬁle of Judge Stephen
Alm and the Hawaii Opportunity Probation with Enforcement program is an
encouraging sign that our nation’s probation system is ready for change [“Swift
and Certain,” p. 36]. In highlighting the
development of the H.O.P.E. program,
you correctly identiﬁed systemic changes
to our criminal justice system brought
about by the growth and widespread success of drug courts, which now exceed
2,300 nationwide. In doing so, however,
you also raised serious questions about
drug courts that rigorous research has
already answered.
In the 20 years since the ﬁrst drug
court was founded, there has been more
research published on their effects than
virtually all other criminal justice programs combined. The verdict? Drug
courts signiﬁcantly reduce substance
abuse and crime at less expense than any
other justice strategy.
You inferred that little is known about
drug court participants once they leave
the program. Here are the facts: Research
demonstrates that nationwide, 70 percent of the 120,000 annual participants
in drug court complete the program and
75 percent remain arrest-free. The longest study on drug courts to date shows
that community reductions in drug abuse
and improved employment and family
functioning outcomes can last as long as
14 years.
Judge Alm suggested that most drug
courts employ an “ineffective” reliance on
future punishment. This is not the case.
Drug courts utilize close supervision,
6

urine monitoring and
a system of graduated
sanctions to ensure participants are immediately
held accountable for not
living up to their obligations. The approach is a
vast improvement over
traditional criminal justice responses, which
are often applied inconsistently and in an all-ornothing manner, which
emphasizes the draconian response of
incarceration. This is just part of the reason why drug courts work better than
probation, jails or prison and better than
treatment alone.
West Huddleston
Chief Executive Officer
National Association of Drug Court
Professionals
Alexandria, Virginia

A Push for Promises
I cannot let Alan Ehrenhalt’s insightful
November column [“Patrick’s Promises,”
p.11] pass without a few observations.
I am reminded of a workshop put on
by the Council of State Governments a few
years ago, when I was an Oregon state senator. In a discussion about credibility, the
speaker asked who among the assembled
legislators could do 20 pushups. Thinking
nothing of it, I quickly raised my hand, as
did a few others.
She went on to talk about maintaining
accountability with constituents by delivering on campaign promises, engaging
groups inside the district and promptly
responding to e-mails, phone calls and
letters.
She then called me and a legislator
from New Mexico up to make good on
our promise. The good news for Oregon:
I did the pushups pretty easily. The bad
news for New Mexico: Their legislator
couldn’t do his.
This drove the message home for me.
If you’re going to commit to something
during the campaign, you need to make
sure that you can deliver on it once you’ve
been elected.

Mario Cuomo was right about how we
campaign in poetry and govern in prose.
In the end, however, the measure of our
time in office has everything to do with
what we accomplish and not merely what
we say we want to do.
Kate Brown
Oregon Secretary of State
Salem, Oregon

Age Before Duty
“What is the Age of Responsibility?”
[October, p. 24] substantiated a longstanding practice used when selecting the new
public safety officers for my state hospital.
Minimum age: 25 years, period.
Empirical evidence you mentioned
corroborated decades of my ﬁrst-hand
experience in public safety. Sensitive
public-contact positions are best served
by wise souls. Wise souls have lived on
this planet for a good few years. They’ve
endured sufficient setbacks to humble
their egos. They’re no longer ticking time
bombs whose immaturity can cause organizational nightmares.
Donald E. White
Director of Safety and Security
Northern Virginia Mental Health
Institute
Falls Church, Virginia

Shifting Biker Behavior
Regarding “Can Bikers Behave?” [October,
p. 23], as bicycle commuting has quadrupled in the past decade, bicycle crash rates
have steadily fallen.
I attribute it to the growing system
of bike lanes and bike boulevards (both
motorists and cyclists know where they
belong) and the increased awareness of
cyclists just because there are more on
the street.
Do some cyclists run red lights? Sure,
just as many motorists do and for the
same reasons: self-centeredness and little
chance of being caught. Education helps
the ﬁrst. Enforcement helps the second,
but it needs to be even-handed and scaled
to the danger to society.
Rex Burkholder
Metro Councilor
Portland, Oregon
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ASSESSMENTS

By Alan Ehrenhalt

My Old Charlanta Home
The idea of “megaregions” is getting a bit too much mega-hype.
everal years ago, I wrote a column
marking the 50th anniversary of
a famous essay by the geographer Jean Gottmann, in which
he introduced the word “megalopolis” to
describe the huge urban conglomerations
that he thought represented America’s
economic and demographic destiny. As
Gottmann saw it, the future belonged not
to individual cities, or even their metropolitan areas, but to extended regional
corridors of population and development
that could stretch as far as 500 miles or
more, from Washington, D.C., to Boston,
or Chicago to Pittsburgh. He even came
up with colorful names for them: Besides
“BosWash” and “ChiPitts,” he coined
“SanSan” for the stretch of land running
north from San Diego to San Francisco.
My point back then was that, unfortunately for Gottmann, the ensuing decades
hadn’t been kind to his megalopolitan
vision. Especially in the Northeast and
Midwest, central cities had become so
dilapidated and economically stagnant

SOURCE: REGIONAL PLAN ASSOCIATION, AMERICA 2050

S

that not everyone believed in their survival, let alone their membership in a
regionwide power center.
But in the past couple of years, the situation has changed. Megalopolis is back on
the agenda for planners and urban scholars. It has a new name—“megaregion.” But
the idea is similar to the one Gottmann
posited more than half a century ago:
Cities and metro areas are losing their
relevance; increasingly, the most productive way to look at urban life is to focus
on much larger units of territory comprising hundreds of miles of land and holding
tens of millions of residents.
The Regional Plan Association, which
used to concentrate its attention on the
New York City metro area, has branched
out and identiﬁed 11 megaregions in the
United States—not just those Gottmann
saw but a bunch of new entries. There’s a
region covering virtually the entire state of
Florida; a “Texas Triangle” including Dallas, Houston and Austin; and a region following the I-85 corridor in the Southeast

America 2050’s expansive view of what the U.S.A. will look like in 40 years.

that is sometimes called, in Gottmannesque fashion, “Charlanta,” even though
it technically extends all the way from
Raleigh to Birmingham.
The RPA was instrumental in creating
a new organization, America 2050, that
describes itself as “a clearinghouse for
research on the emergence of megaregions
and a resource for megaregion planning
efforts nationwide.” Both of these groups
hold regular conferences at which public
officials gather in search of ways to rearrange economic policy on a megaregional
basis. Earlier this year, Island Press published a compendium of the latest thinking on the subject entitled MegaRegions:
Planning for Global Competitiveness.
Not every enthusiast describes these
regions in exactly the same way. But this
deﬁnition from America 2050 is pretty
typical: A megaregion is “a large, connected network of metropolitan areas
joined together by environmental, cultural, infrastructural and functional
characteristics.”
Richard Florida, the geographer
famous for coining the term “creative
class,” has gone megaregional in a big way.
“Megaregions,” he wrote a few months
ago, “are the underlying driving forces of
the world economy.” Florida and his colleagues have even come up with a new
method for identifying these places using
aerial nighttime photography that shows
contiguous patterns of artiﬁcial light.
It seems pretty clear that the idea of
megaregions has moved from obscurity
back to the center of debate in a strikingly
short time. But I think it’s pertinent to
ask the same question people asked when
Gottmann ﬁrst came up with it back in
1957: Other than as an intellectual exercise, does it really serve much purpose?
I respect Richard Florida and agree
with many of his ideas, but I don’t underJanuar y 2 010 | GOV E R N I N G

100 Blue Ravine Road
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ASSESSMENTS

stand what light bulbs have to do with
community or economic power. Suppose
the lights are glowing at night all the way
from Jacksonville down to Miami. That
doesn’t suggest a coherent economic
region with a distinct identity. It suggests a state that has been victimized by
vast amounts of energy-consuming urban
sprawl. To paraphrase a well-known psychiatrist, sometimes a light bulb is really
just a light bulb.
But let’s leave the illumination issue
aside for now. What might constitute real
evidence that megaregions are coherent,
powerful units of economic activity? Well,
they might be gradually shedding some
of their small-scale units of government
and moving toward comprehensive public
institutions that can make policy for the
entire megaregion. We all know that isn’t
taking place. It’s hard enough—impossible
so far, as a matter of fact—for Atlanta and
the counties around it to get together and
decide much of anything. Can we really
expect that these jurisdictions will simply skip the step of cooperating with each
other and turn to the larger question of
sharing power with Charlotte? That seems
extremely unlikely, to say the least.
Well, then, maybe there are changes
that might take place short of formal
megaregional power sharing. Aaron
Renn, the urbanist who is probably the
most incisive critic of megaregions, has
suggested some. Elected leaders from
cities within a megaregion might join
together informally and decide on a policy of specialization. Within a region that
included the old-fashioned metropolises
of Cincinnati, Indianapolis and Louisville
(Gottmann would probably call this “CindiLou”), it might be agreed that Cincinnati would be the corporate headquarters
town, Indianapolis would be a health and
science center, and Louisville would focus
on tourism. Could this happen? Theoretically, yes. Is there any evidence that it is
even beginning to happen, in any identiﬁable megaregion in America? No. As Renn
writes, “None of these cities is giving up
an inch in ﬁghting for all three items.”
The further down the scale of cosmic
importance one is willing to go, the easier
8

it is to think of ways in which megaregions
might gain themselves some economic
leverage. They could work out joint purchasing agreements that could lower their
procurement costs. They could join forces
to help each other in the event of natural or man-made disasters. They might
even, as proposed by the megaregionalist Richard Longworth, offer reciprocal
tuition beneﬁts to anyone living within
the boundaries.
But this is pretty thin soup compared
with the grandiose claims of those who see
megaregions as some sort of new world
order. If, having accepted the existence of
these regions, you ask yourself what practical policies they
might deploy as a
demonstration of
their growing clout,
you can’t come up
with many. As Renn
asks, “Other than
holding conferences, what is it that cities
and states . . . are actually supposed to do
to implement this strategy? What does a
megaregional solution allow a city to do
that it couldn’t do on its own?”

are going to have to join together to create
them. The federal government can’t do all
the work or provide all the money. This
seems to me to be megaregionalism in its
one signiﬁcant practical sense.
And I think many of the current promoters of the megaregion idea realize this.
If you go the Web site of America 2050,
perhaps the most active institutional
promoter of megaregionalism currently
on the scene, you will ﬁnd as much news
about developments in rail transportation as you will about the larger vision. I
don’t think this is a coincidence. Touting
megaregions as the key to America’s economic future, even if false, may represent

“

Megaregions will not be, and
cannot ever be, communities with a
strong sense of identity.

n fact, though, there is one area of public policy for which a megaregional
approach really does make sense. That
one area is transportation. In an era of
rapidly rising gas prices and expensive jet
fuel, there is going to be a genuine need
for inter-city train travel. People will want
to (or feel they have to) use public ground
transportation for trips of 500 miles or
less. We will need trains from Charlotte
to Atlanta, from Austin to Houston, from
Chicago to Cleveland. They needn’t be the
high-speed bullet trains that many urbanists, including some within the Obama
administration, are currently promoting.
They just have to run at a decent speed,
on reliable schedules, and with the level of
safety we now get from air travel.
When you think of megaregions not as
coherent economic juggernauts but less
grandly as transportation corridors, the
concept ﬁnally begins to look plausible. If
the Southeastern cities along the I-85 corridor want decent train connections, they

I

a useful step toward establishing transportation policies that our dense concentrations of light bulbs really do need.
Richard Florida argues that “the more
two megaregions—regardless of their
physical distance or historical relationship—have in common in terms of their
economic output, the more likely they are
to develop similar social mores, cultural
tastes, and even political leanings.”
I think this is wildly off base. The truth
is that megaregions will not be, and cannot ever be, communities with a strong
sense of identity and personal loyalty.
Community bonds inevitably grow thinner and weaker as the area in question
expands. A neighborhood can offer them.
A successful city has an opportunity to do
it. A few states have managed to maintain
clear identities even amid the turmoil
of recent years. But “ChiPitts Forever”?
“Raise the Flag for BosWash?” “My Old
Charlanta Home?” I’m afraid that’s asking a bit too much of the hard-pressed
ordinary citizen. On the other hand, if we
can get some decent train service out of
all this megaregional hype, it may be an
acceptable bargain in the end. G

E-mail aehrenhalt@governing.com
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Politics+Policy
A look at the people events and ideas that shape state and local government

OBSERVER

By Josh Goodman

Indianapolis’ Greg Ballard may
be the closest thing to a “citizen
mayor” in any big American city.

he tenure of Indianapolis Mayor Greg Ballard is helping to
answer an oft-posed question: What would happen if an
“ordinary Joe” was in charge of a major American city?
Lots of politicians, of course, portray themselves as
ordinary Joes. Ballard, though, comes close to meeting the test.
He was elected mayor in 2007 in what has been called the greatest
upset in Indiana political history. A former Marine officer who
had taken up management consulting, he became the Republican
candidate by default when a series of more experienced and noteworthy candidates refused to run. Virtually everyone regarded
Democratic Mayor Bart Peterson as invincible.
But Peterson had increased income taxes, and property taxes
were on the rise, too. Late-breaking anti-tax fervor propelled
Ballard to victory, without voters really knowing what they were
getting. “It truly was a ‘Mr. Smith Goes to Washington’ kind of
moment,” says Matthew Tully, the Indianapolis Star’s political
columnist. “He was the perfect candidate for the time because
he was a clean slate with voters.”
Turning the city over to Mr. Smith has come with pluses and
minuses. Ballard’s supporters view him as a steady manager who
has focused on making sure Indianapolis is well run. Robert

T

AP IMAGES

Mr. Smith in City Hall

Vane, Ballard’s deputy chief of staff, notes proudly that the city
has repaired public swimming pools that were leaking millions of
gallons of water each summer. Crime is down. Despite the recession, Ballard has balanced the budget without raising taxes.
On the other hand, Ballard’s political inexperience has been
painfully clear at times. Tully described a major speech the mayor
delivered in January as exhibiting “all the ﬂair of a nervous sixthgrader reading a book report in front of the class.” More seriously,
when the board that manages the city’s sports stadiums and convention center ran into ﬁnancial trouble, Ballard wavered on a plan
to address the problem. Ultimately, the state legislature stepped
in to help, but rejected most of the ideas the mayor put forward.
Critics say Ballard doesn’t just lack polish but also vision.
The latter complaint is one Ballard seems intent on addressing. Borrowing a page from Indiana Governor Mitch Daniels’ outsourcing book, he wants to let private operators take over the city’s
water and sewer systems, then use the upfront payment to pump
millions of dollars into repairing roads and bridges and building
new sidewalks. It’s a big, bold idea of a sort that few expected
Ballard to come up with. On the other hand, even fewer thought
he would make it to City Hall in the ﬁrst place. G
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Betsy Goes Wild

E

very state wants to create green jobs. Oregon actually
has done it. But a political consensus has emerged that
the state has done it the wrong way.
The problem is a tax credit program that everyone calls “Betsy.” The Business Energy Tax Credit (BETC)
has been around for more than three decades. At the urging
of Governor Ted Kulongoski, it was dramatically expanded in
2007. BETC helps ﬁnance everything from new wind farms
to the construction of solar panels to the weatherization of
office buildings.
You might think other places would be rushing to follow
Oregon’s lead. Earlier this year, a Pew Charitable Trusts report
showed Oregon as the only state in the nation where more
than 1 percent of jobs are in green industries. State officials
credit BETC with dramatically reducing greenhouse-gas emissions. “BETC has been enormously productive over time,” says
Rachel Shimshak, director of the Renewable Northwest Project. “It’s probably the success of the program that got people’s
attention.”
In a sense, that’s true. BETC has funded lots of green projects. But that’s the trouble. There was no cap on the number of
projects the program could fund or the total amount of money
it could spend. Estimates place the cost in the current budget
biennium at more than $160 million, which exceeds 1 percent
of the entire state general fund.

Wind farms are
just one of the
energy alternatives subsidized
by Oregon’s
BETC program.

Sticker shock prompted the
legislature to pass a bill scaling back the program last year.
Kulongoski vetoed it. He made
the same case that governors
across the country have made:
Green jobs are the future of the
economy, so it was a worthy
investment.
Last fall, though, it became
clear that the program wasn’t
just expensive. It also was
poorly managed. A series of investigative reports in Portland’s
Oregonian newspaper showed that companies were splitting
single projects in two, then claiming double the tax credit.
The state was routinely paying for cost overruns. Projects
that never materialized still received money. And documents
suggested the governor’s office had pressured budget analysts
to reduce cost projections for the program to win legislative
approval in 2007.
Kulongoski rejected the allegation of budget manipulation,
but he did shift gears. With his support, the state Department
of Energy issued temporary regulations in November to curtail
the abuses. With the governor’s support, new legislation scaling back the program is expected next year. G
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tate legislators in Vermont
are the only ones in the country with authority to vote on
whether a nuclear power plant
can continue in operation. Lawmakers
are playing that card for all it’s worth.
The license of Vermont Yankee, the
state’s lone nuclear facility, expires in

S

March 2012. The federal Nuclear Regulatory Commission looks favorably on
renewal for another 20 years. Almost
anywhere else, that would be the end of
the story. But in Vermont, the legislature
has a role. Why? Largely because the legislature gave itself one.

In 2005, Entergy, the parent company
of Vermont Yankee, asked lawmakers for
permission to begin storing spent nuclear
fuel above ground because it was running
out of space within the plant. The legislature agreed, but only through 2012. By

AP IMAGES

Vermont’s Nuclear Weapon

The controversial Vermont Yankee
nuclear power plant in Vernon, Vermont
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| BALLOT BOX
Blago’s Ghost
The legacy of Rod Blagojevich is haunting his successor.

F

or better and for worse, it is Pat Quinn’s fate to be the governor who followed Rod Blagojevich in Illinois.
Quinn served as lieutenant governor throughout Blagojevich’s six-year
tenure, until state lawmakers removed the ethically challenged governor
from office. The two men were never close, and indeed rarely spoke to each other
in recent years. Still, as Quinn faces a hotly contested Democratic primary and general election, the question is whether voters will see him as a breath of fresh air or
a reminder of Blagojevich.
In the February 2 primary, the 61-year-old Quinn faces Dan Hynes, the three-term
state comptroller. The contest is not without irony: Hynes is a consummate insider,
the son of a Cook County political boss, and he’s held statewide office since he was
30 years old. Quinn, on the other hand, was a good-government gadﬂy for more than
two decades before he became lieutenant governor. Yet
Hynes is trying to play the role of plucky outsider, and
to cast Quinn as a status-quo incumbent who has been
around the track too many times.
The race has gotten testy, and not just for tactical
reasons. Illinois is a ﬁscal mess. It recently had its debt
downgraded by Moody’s and S&P, leaving the state
with the second-worst general-obligation bond rating
in the country, ahead of only California. Hynes is charging Quinn with ﬁscal mismanagement, and positioning
himself to the governor’s right on taxes, an unusual
approach for a Democratic primary. To help close the
state’s budget hole, Quinn has proposed a major income
tax increase. Hynes has hit at the governor for that, saying the state needs to do more to cut spending and that
tax increases are justiﬁed only for the very wealthy.
Despite his position in the Blagojevich administration, Quinn retains much of his traditional appeal on Governor Pat Quinn
issues of ethics. In a sense, the Blagojevich debacle has faces a tough primary
given him a golden opportunity. The ex-governor’s mis- contest in February.
deeds created a climate that was ripe for reform, and
Quinn had a long history as a reformer. As governor, he has signed legislation imposing campaign contribution limits and establishing new disclosure requirements.
He’s also moved to overhaul state purchasing rules, in hopes of ending the “pay-toplay” culture that prevailed in the Blagojevich years. While questions remain as to
whether these efforts went far enough, they’re part of the reason that Quinn remains
a favorite against Hynes.
Still, if Quinn makes it into the general election, he’ll remain haunted by the ghost
of Blagojevich. The Republican nominee—whether it’s former attorney general Jim
Ryan, former state GOP Chairman Andy McKenna, or one of several other credible
candidates—will question why Quinn didn’t speak up against Blagojevich in public
sooner and why many of the ex-governor’s appointees remain in office. “If you’re a
Republican, you’re going to run against Blagojevich-Quinn,” says Robert Rich, director of the Institute of Government at the
Get your state and
University of Illinois. “That’s what you’re
local politics ﬁx at
going to do.” —Josh Goodman
governing.com/ballotbox
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doing that, it gave itself the right to revoke
the permission in 2012 and possibly force
the plant to cease operations. Later, the
legislature expanded its power by putting
in place a two-step recertiﬁcation process.
For Vermont Yankee to continue operations after 2012, the legislature will ﬁrst
have to vote to forward a recertiﬁcation
request to the state Public Service Board,
which then will issue its own ruling.
The legislature already has started
using its power with gusto, looking at
everything from the plant’s safety to its
ﬁnancial reserves. Vermont Yankee’s supporters think lawmakers are just seeking
excuses to reject renewal. “The legislature
keeps moving the goal posts,” says Governor Jim Douglas, a Republican. “I think
they need to be honest and state their
philosophical objections to nuclear power
and have a vote up or down.”
Many lawmakers in the overwhelmingly Democratic legislature acknowledge
that they do have philosophical objections
to nuclear power. Vermont has a long history of nuclear skepticism: The original
bill to build Vermont Yankee survived by
a single vote four decades ago. Still, legislators are torn. Vermont Yankee provides 650 jobs and one-third of the state’s
energy, at relatively cheap prices.
Whether those prices remain cheap
may be the biggest sticking point. Lawmakers want a 20-year agreement on the
price at which the plant will sell power
to the state’s utilities before they’ll vote
to allow the Public Service Board to consider recertiﬁcation. But negotiations
on the price agreement have stalled, as
Entergy and state officials struggle to ﬁnd
a deal that is proﬁtable for the company
and advantageous for Vermont’s ratepayers. The politics of the matter don’t look
good for Entergy. All of the Democratic
candidates running for governor this year
have come out against allowing the plant
to continue operations.
If the legislature doesn’t vote to renew,
though, that might not be the end of the
story. No one is quite sure whether federal courts will look kindly on the authority Vermont’s lawmakers have seized for
themselves. G
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| POTOMAC CHRONICLE
By Peter A. Harkness

Greener at the Grassroots
JAMES YANG

On climate change, Congress isn’t leading the country. It’s trying to catch up.

I

f ever there was an issue for which “think globally, act locally”
is more than just a cliché, it’s climate change.
The world community has struggled painfully in recent
months over what the goals should be in reducing carbon emissions; how strongly to press countries to meet them; and who
should pay the lion’s share of the bill. This year, Congress will
argue about the appropriate national response, and we all will be
smothered with coverage of the ups and downs of cap-and-trade
legislation, as happened last year with health care.
There’s a problem, though, with the way this is being presented to the public. As much as climate change is a global and
national issue, the rhetoric out of Washington overshadows what
is happening around the country, not just in states and localities
but across a wide spectrum of the private sector.
It’s revealing to consider, for example, the contrast between
the role played by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce in Washington and regional and local chambers around the country. The
U.S. Chamber is a lobbying colossus that spends more to work its
will on Congress than any other organization in town. It is run by
the combative Thomas J. Donohue, someone you might mistake

12

for an old-time trade union leader. Last August,
a senior official of the U.S. Chamber called for a
“Scopes monkey trial of the 21st century” to evaluate the scientiﬁc evidence behind global warming,
much like the one in 1925 that addressed the conﬂict between creationism and evolution.
Donohue later repudiated the remark, saying
the Chamber didn’t question the link between
human behavior and global warming. But that was
not enough, because soon afterward four large
companies—utilities PG&E, Exelon and PNM,
plus tech titan Apple—dropped out of the Chamber, and Nike gave up its seat on the board.
Local and regional chambers, on the other
hand, tend to be more ﬂexible. A recent report on
these chambers as the new civic players in environmental sustainability highlights what some of
them in unlikely places are doing to promote new
energy-efficient, carbon-conscious economies.
The report was produced by Partners for Livable
Communities (an organization whose board I am
on), in cooperation with more than 1,200 chambers across the country that aren’t affiliated with
the U.S. Chamber. It doesn’t focus on left-leaning
towns such as Boulder, Colorado, but on more
conservative places: Waco, Texas; Bridgeport,
Connecticut; and Knoxville, Tennessee, among others.
Meanwhile, an initiative called Climate Prosperity Inc., is
being funded by the Rockefeller Brothers Foundation and headed
by Richard C.D. Fleming, president of the St. Louis regional chamber of commerce. Fleming argues that business groups such as
his have begun to realize that “energy efficiency and renewable
energy can create economic opportunities for their members.” It
has selected eight pilot communities to showcase how innovation
and new strategies can shift regional economies to a low-carbon
future, along with the state of Delaware, whose government is
emerging as one of the most ambitious in the country in moving
to make signiﬁcant changes in carbon-emissions policy.
In the public sector, a majority of states and countless cities
and towns have taken preliminary steps to confront the problem.
California has just begun to institute its own broad-based cap-andtrade program to limit greenhouse gases from 600 power plants,
reﬁneries and large factories. Six other Western states have joined
with California and four Canadian provinces to broaden the area
covered by the program. Ten Northeastern states have organized
their own trading scheme designed to cut power-plant emissions
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AT ISSUE: Medical Marijuana
By Josh Goodman
by 10 percent in the next decade, regardless of what Congress does on cap-andtrade. More than 1,000 mayors have now
signed the U.S. Conference of Mayors’
Climate Protection Agreement, pledging
to reduce carbon emissions in their cities
below 1990 levels.
According to John Byrne, the director
for the Center for Energy and Environmental Policy at the University of Delaware, “most U.S. policies with respect to
energy efficiency and renewable energy in
the past 12 years have been enacted at the
state and local levels without a national
climate-change policy framework to

Puff Away
The feds aren’t cracking down on medical marijuana.
Will more states pass laws to allow it?
While political power has been shifting to the federal level lately, there’s a clear
exception. When it comes to policies on marijuana for medicinal use, the Obama
administration has declared that states can decide for themselves.
Federal law prohibits marijuana possession, even for medicinal purposes.
Some 13 states have gone ahead and permitted medical marijuana anyway,
flouting the federal law and creating some legal ambiguity over the issue. Last
year, the U.S. Justice Department cleared up the matter by announcing that
medical marijuana won’t be a focus of federal law enforcement in those states.
That opens the door for even more states to allow marijuana use for medicinal
purposes and may encourage a few states to reach even further.
Most current state laws allowing medical marijuana are the product of ballot
measures, not legislative action. So one question for 2010 is whether legislatures
will take up the cause. The first test wasn’t promising for advocates: Lawmakers
in New Hampshire fell just short of overriding Governor John Lynch’s veto of a
medical-marijuana bill late last year. Key votes could come soon in Illinois and
New York, with law enforcement officials leading opposition to the proposals.
Some states are likely to go beyond the question of legalizing medical-marijuana use. Allowing retail sales of pot for medical purposes would be the next
step. Only five states currently permit such sales; in the other eight states where
medical marijuana is legal, users have to grow it themselves or have a caregiver
give it to them for free. With the new federal policy, however, more states may
decide that if they’re going to allow people to smoke pot for medical reasons, they
might as well allow it to be bought and sold for those reasons, too.
A few states, including California and Rhode Island, will consider something
that the Obama administration has shown no inclination to tolerate: marijuana
possession for recreational purposes. “This sort of reform is not going to start
from the federal level,” says Bruce Mirken, a spokesman for the Marijuana Policy
Project, an organization that lobbies for looser marijuana laws. “It’s going to start
with the states, and the feds are going to be dragged kicking and screaming.”

“

guide their development.” Perhaps that
isn’t so bad. Because factories, power
plants and transportation account for
most greenhouse-gas emissions, decisions
made at the local level on zoning, planning
and building codes are the decisions that
really matter. “We cannot succeed globally,” Byrne says, “unless we aggressively
and effectively act locally.”
To be sure, neither business groups
nor states and localities are unanimous
in their resolve to take on climate change.
Most U.S. Chamber members are sticking
with the organization in its opposition
to strict cap-and-trade legislation; many
local chambers agree with them. Some
states, especially the smaller rural ones,
haven’t done much of consequence. But
the trend in the larger states and metro
areas clearly is in the opposite direction.
So in the coming months, as you hear
all the huffing and puffing out of Washington, know this: The country is preparing
to confront the climate control issue, even
if its capital is not. G
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A majority of states
and countless cities and
towns have taken steps
to confront the problem
of global warming.

E-mail pharkness@governing.com
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| HEALTH
By Penelope Lemov

Is There a Doctor in the House?
A new survey shows how primary care in the U.S. lags that of other developed nations.
he dwindling number of primary care physicians is a
dagger at the heart of health care reform. If nearly all
Americans have insurance, how will we ﬁnd enough
doctors to take care of them? Changes to Medicaid alone
could bring as many as 15 million new customers searching for
primary care. Yet far fewer medical graduates in the United States
entered residencies in family medicine and internal medicine in
2009 than did in 1999.
That’s not the only way our primary-care system is in trouble.
It lags behind other developed countries in myriad ways. The

ISTOCKPHOTO.COM
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newest evidence of this comes from a foundation called The Commonwealth Fund, which recently sent an army of researchers to
survey 10,000 primary care physicians in 11 countries on the way
they provide basic services and what it costs to do so.
Some of the ﬁndings are not surprising. For example, we’re
way behind on electronic health records, which most experts
believe could bring down the cost and improve the provision of
basic health care. More than 97 percent of primary-care docs in
the Netherlands, New Zealand and Norway use electronic medical records; only 46 percent of U.S. doctors say they do. The good
news is that many states have been working on closing this gap.
Now, with the help of federal stimulus money targeted at health
14

information technology, most states should make progress in
boosting the e-record capabilities of hospitals and doctors.
But other ﬁndings get to the core of why our system is so much
more expensive and difficult to access than others. For instance,
more than two out of three U.S. physicians report that their practices make no provision for after-hours care. That leaves patients
no choice but to go to the emergency room if they are worried
about an ailment late at night. The U.S. scores worse than any
other country surveyed on this point. Retail health clinics in chain
stores are one small answer, but they’re appropriate only for simple medical conditions such as
a sore throat or earache.
Payment issues also loom
large. Some 58 percent of
U.S. primary-care physicians
say their patients often have
trouble paying for their medications and care—compared
with between 5 and 37 percent
in the other 10 countries. That
helps explain why nearly half
of American physicians, many
more than in other countries,
say they spend too much time
dealing with insurance-coverage restrictions for their
patients’ medications and
treatments.
Another key ﬁnding has to
do with paying primary-care
doctors for performance. Onethird of U.S. physicians report
receiving some kind of ﬁnancial incentive for the qualityimprovement measures tracked in the survey. By contrast, 89
percent of doctors in the United Kingdom and sizable majorities
of their counterparts in the Netherlands, New Zealand, Italy and
Australia report receiving ﬁnancial incentives of some kind to
implement quality initiatives.
Some of these primary-care gaps might need federal intervention for improvements to be made. Others could be ﬁxed by states
or by local medical associations. But they need to be addressed
if we’re to use primary care to help drive down the high cost of
keeping people healthy. G
E-mail plemov@governing.com
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| GREEN GOVERNMENT
By Linda Baker

Cycling Around Obstacles
Cities join forces to make European-style street designs possible.
he past decade has been productive when it comes to
making American cities bicycle-friendly. Dozens of cities hired staff designated as “bicycle coordinators.” New
York and Seattle painted huge networks of bike lanes
onto their streets. Washington, D.C., launched a bike-sharing program that more than a dozen cities looked at emulating in one
way or another. And, in general, sensitivity to the issue of climate
change put pedal-powered transportation in the good graces of
many an American mayor.
Despite all this, the U.S. Census Bureau’s latest American Community Survey had some sobering news about bicycling: Only
about half of 1 percent of Americans bike to work. A number of
city planners are seeing that statistic as evidence that some more
radical bicycling strategies are in order. It’s time to think beyond
bike lanes, they say, and start using bike-only traffic signals, trafﬁc-protected “cycle-tracks,” and other street designs that are
common in European cities such as Amsterdam and Copenhagen,
where up to 40 percent of all trips are made on two wheels.
Doing that is harder than it sounds. American street-design
manuals and regulatory mechanisms revolve around cars, not
cyclists. As a result, few traffic engineers possess the technical
knowledge—and bureaucratic savvy—necessary to implement
novel bike treatments. That’s why the National Association of City
Transportation Officials last month launched an initiative called
Cities for Cycling. The idea is to offer a clearinghouse of information for municipalities interested in bringing urban cycling’s best
practices to the United States.
“We’re actively trying to identify innovative technologies
in the world’s most bike-friendly cities and how we can adapt
them to the North American context,” says Rob Burchﬁeld, a
traffic engineer with the city of Portland, Oregon, who is helping
to spearhead the initiative. As Burchﬁeld explains, the primary
CHRISTOPHER SWOPE

T

rulebook governing urban street design is the Federal Highway
Administration’s “Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices,”
or MUTCD. That document is oriented toward state highway officials, not city planners interested in getting people out of their
cars. The 2010 MUTCD update, for example, includes only one
non-standard bike design—roadway markings indicating that cars
must share a lane with bikes. That scheme has been around for
almost a decade.
Although cities can use designs that are not listed as approved
by the MUTCD, few are willing to do so. The effort requires applying to the Federal Highway Administration for a special “request
to experiment.” The ensuing project also is subject to laborious
federal oversight. Many cities are concerned about liability issues
associated with using street designs that have yet to be formally
approved.
Cities for Cycling aims to overcome these obstacles by sharing
the knowledge acquired by cities such as Boston, Chicago, Minneapolis, New York and San Francisco, which already have jumped
through some of these administrative hoops. For example, Portland will share what it’s learned from adapting a European intersection treatment known as the “bike box.” That’s a painted area
of roadway between the crosswalk and the place cars come to a
stop. It’s intended as a sanctuary for bicyclists to wait at red lights
in a space where drivers can see them.
But Burchﬁeld says the point of Cities for Cycling isn’t just
to trade notes on how to navigate federal rules. It’s also to ﬁnd
ways to cut the red tape altogether, and ﬁnally remove federal
constraints on local roadway design. “We want to shift from a
regulatory aspect,” Burchﬁeld says, “to a partnership around
innovation.” G
E-mail libaker@comcast.net

New York City has built 200 miles
of bike lanes in the past three
years and is experimenting with
innovative street designs.
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| ECONOMIC ENGINES
William Fulton

New London’s Hard Luck
A struggling town made a big bet on a big company—and got left holding the bag.
here has been no more notorious
economic development effort in
America in recent years than the
campaign by New London, Connecticut, to persuade the pharmaceutical
giant Pﬁzer to relocate in and revitalize
the city’s blighted Fort Trumbull neighborhood. The New London-Pﬁzer deal
gave rise to an infamous eminent-domain
case, turned the whole question of eminent domain into a national political issue,
and gave aggressive urban redevelopment
efforts all over the country a black eye.
Now, however, the worst has happened
in New London. Less than a decade after
spending $300 million to build a big R&D
plant along the Thames River, Pﬁzer is
pulling out. And New London is forced
not only to ask itself what it got for its
money but also to ponder what options
a city has when it lays all its bets on one
company, and the company is gone after
less than a decade.

the west side. Pﬁzer has been operating in
Groton for more than 60 years. But from
the standpoint of New London’s local
government and ﬁscal condition, it’s an
enormous blow.
Bringing Pﬁzer in—even at considerable cost—did make some sense in the
beginning. A faded 19th-century city
surrounded by seaside affluence, New
London had reason to hope that spending money and political effort to direct
investment to older parts of the city might
revive them. Certainly nothing else had
solved the problem.
So New London delivered an old carpet factory to Pﬁzer. At least partially at
Pﬁzer’s request, the city condemned most
of the adjacent working-class neighborhood around Fort Trumbull in hopes of
attracting ancillary development. Suzanne
Kelo, a resident of the neighborhood
whose house was condemned as part of
the project, sued on the grounds that tak-

AP IMAGES
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Downsizing in the wake of a merger
with Wyeth Pharmaceuticals, Pﬁzer is
closing the New London facility and consolidating its research and development
across the river, in Groton. New London
will be left with an empty Pﬁzer building and the mostly vacant Fort Trumbull
neighborhood nearby, which was never
redeveloped as the city had hoped.
New London and the state of Connecticut spent, by one reporter’s count,
$160 million on the Pﬁzer deal. And the
full cost isn’t in yet. The state and the city
will continue to pay 80 percent of Pﬁzer’s
property taxes for two more years.
From Pﬁzer’s point of view, the
retrenchment to Groton makes sense. The
facility there is only seven miles away by
car. From the region’s point of view, Pﬁzer’s move is about as soft a blow as one
can imagine. Some people will be laid off,
but most will simply travel to work on the
east side of the Thames River rather than

Pﬁzer is abandoning a plant that was intended to revive a neighborhood in New London, Connecticut.
16
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| URBAN NOTEBOOK
By Christopher Swope

E-mail bfulton@solimar.org

Goodman’s Gamble
Las Vegas Mayor Oscar Goodman says
he likes the modernist, semi-circular
city hall tower he’s worked in for the
past 10 years. But he likes new development even more. So he was delighted
last month when the city council went
along with his plan to construct a whole
new city hall building. Goodman hopes
moving city offices downtown not only
will revitalize a tired business district
but also set off a chain reaction of real
estate deals that could swing Las Vegas
from its current bust back to a boom.
Let’s hope he’s right. Because at the

the $185 million city hall is set to begin
early this year. If all goes according to
Goodman’s plan, it will catalyze office
and retail projects planned for nearby
blocks downtown; jump-start a casino
project on land the city swapped with a
developer; and free up some more land
where the old city hall sits, allowing it
to be developed into a hotel, a casino,
and possibly an arena. “This is our ministimulus plan,” Goodman says.
Financing for the city hall is backed
by Build America Bonds, a new moneyraising tool created by the federal stim-

CITY OF LAS VEGAS

ing a citizen’s property in this manner for
private development, rather than public
use, was an improper exercise of governmental authority. The city defended its
actions all the way to the Supreme Court,
and ultimately prevailed, but the decision
was so unpopular among New London
residents that local leaders were reluctant
to use their newly won power.
What did New London buy with all
this money, hassle and bad publicity? Is it
possible that the whole exercise somehow
laid a foundation for long-term prosperity? That’s a hard case to make.
Unlike other locales that attract and
later lose a plant, New London did not
get a skilled new labor force or a chain
of suppliers. Those were already present
because Pﬁzer had been across the river
in Groton for decades. Nor did New London ever get the “urban village” that it was
expecting to create around Fort Trumbull,
which could have attracted other investment. Pﬁzer wanted the urban village,
but it doesn’t exist, partly because of the
city’s caution in the wake of the Kelo
controversy.
Just about the only thing New London has left for its money and effort is the
Pﬁzer building itself—which is still owned,
at least for the moment, by Pﬁzer. “Basically, our economy lost a thousand jobs,
but we still have a building,” Councilman
Robert Pero told one newspaper reporter.
Then he added, “I don’t know who’s going
to be looking for a building like that in this
economy.”
It’s always a tough call in economic
development whether to invest in existing economic infrastructure or go after
the home run with the big company that
can turn your town around. New London
went for the home run. That was understandable; the city had been on the skids
for decades and Pﬁzer represented a quick
victory. In the end, however, the New
London story reaffirms what may be the
most important lesson in economic development: The measure of success is not in
the company you attract but what you’ve
got when the company leaves. G

Las Vegas hopes its new city hall will catalyze more development.

moment, it’s hard to make the case that
Las Vegas really needs new offices. The
“old” city hall was expanded just six
years ago. The police department is set
to move out soon, freeing up some more
space. Meanwhile, the cash-strapped
city has been laying off workers and
holding positions vacant. Las Vegas is
short on a few amenities, but workspace
for its employees is not one of them.
Of course, Goodman isn’t looking at
this like a space planner. What he wants
more than anything is to get some construction jobs going in a city that has
been losing thousands of them. Work on

ulus law. Goodman’s critics say the city
may have trouble paying off the debt if
all the hoped-for development doesn’t
materialize by the time interest on the
bonds comes due. Goodman counters
that it’s a risk worth taking. The real
estate market will rebound, he says,
and if it doesn’t, the city will have much
bigger problems to worry about. “We’re
talking 5 years out,” he says of the ﬁrst
interest installment. “If we can’t make
that payment, then we’ll be speaking
Mandarin and eating chow mein.” G
E-mail cswope@governing.com
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and BROKEN
This may be the most calamitous ﬁscal
year states have known in decades.
It’s not just a shortage of money.
It’s systems that don’t work.
By Rob Gurwitt
he coming year will be excruciating for state budget-makers not
just because revenues continue to decline and new rounds of budget cutting are necessary, but because the realization has started
to dawn—and not just in the hardest-hit places—that fundamental
assumptions about how state government operates need rewiring.
“It’s beginning to percolate now that things have changed dramatically,” says
Ray Scheppach, executive director of the National Governors Association. “This
is not a normal recession cycle that will put us on our old path in three or four
years.” Or as Republican Governor Mitch Daniels of Indiana wrote in the Wall
Street Journal last September, “What the radar tells me is that we ain’t seen
nothin’ yet. What we are being hit by isn’t a tropical storm that will come and
go, with sunshine soon to follow. It’s much more likely that we’re facing a nearpermanent reduction in state tax revenues that will require us to reduce the size
and scope of our state governments.”
As governors and legislators try to come to grips with what this means for
their states in 2010, the kinds of ﬁscal stresses that made California the butt of
glib one-liners in 2009 are spreading. Last year, the Golden State was forced to
issue IOUs, furlough state workers, and approach the federal government for
a bailout. An editorialist for the St. Petersburg Times in Florida reassured
readers that things weren’t so bad there. “We could be California, the General Motors of state government,” he wrote. The comment came before Florida
wound up on the Pew Center on the States’ list of the nine states most in danger
of following California down the road to ﬁscal perdition.
California, however, may be doing better than its peers in at least one respect:
Its political and civic leaders are in the midst of a far-reaching discussion about
reforming how state government works, so that the state does not remain
hamstrung by the welter of cross-cutting constitutional provisions, legislative
procedures and citizen initiatives that have made addressing its problems so
difficult.
Governors in a few other states have broached the notion of radical change,
most notably Michigan Democrat Jennifer Granholm. Last February, she called
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for reducing the number of state departments from 18 to eight,
and in November she warned that the state budget may need to
shrink by another 20 percent on top of last year’s 10-percent cut.
Calls for a constitutional convention to remake state government
are increasing in Pennsylvania and New York. In Illinois, an effort
to begin reforming the state’s tax structure that passed the state
Senate last year will almost certainly resurface. And in Ohio, a
Republican-led effort to restructure and downsize state government is getting a more serious hearing than it has in the past.
Still, for the most part, state policy makers seem more consumed with getting through the short term than with taking a
hard look at longer-term ﬁxes such as rebalancing their tax struc-

The political turmoil that beset states
from Arizona to New York last year
may have been first, tentative steps
in coming to terms with a new reality.
tures, rethinking the role and scope of state government, trying
to jettison constitutional provisions or voter initiatives that constrain their ability to react to hard times, and reforming legislative
processes and procedures. “There haven’t been many places that
have looked at the fundamental business of state government yet,”
says Bill Pound, executive director of the National Conference of
State Legislatures. “They certainly have the capacity to do it, but
it’s unclear they have the will.” As legislative sessions gear up, the
question is whether 2010—a big election year, no less—will be the
year they discover they have no choice but to ﬁnd the will.
his is in part because the little budget tricks that states
have tended to rely on in order to keep the electorate
happy have mostly run their course. “They’ve done
the gimmicky things like moving a pay day across the
ﬁscal-year date,” says Scott Pattison, executive director of the
National Association of State Budget Officers. “They’ve drained
the reserves from several funds. So if revenue doesn’t pick up, the
tools in the toolbox are pretty limited.”
Yet there is no sign that the revenue picture will be meaningfully brighter this year than last. As the bottom dropped out of
the retail sector and personal and corporate incomes contracted
sharply, state revenues in the second quarter of 2009 plunged by
16.6 percent—their biggest year-over-year decline since the early
1960s, according to the Nelson A. Rockefeller Institute of Government. (The comparison only reaches back ﬁve decades because
reliable records didn’t exist before that time.) The toll in several
states was striking. Alaska’s revenues dropped 37 percent from
the spring of 2008 to spring a year later. Florida was down 28
percent from its revenue peak in 2006. Arizona, South Carolina
and Georgia were down 20 percent, and a dozen other states were
down 13 percent or more. “This is outside the bounds of historical
experience,” says Donald Boyd, senior fellow at the Institute.
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Revenues continued to fall in the third quarter of 2009,
although not quite as precipitously, with overall collections dropping 10.7 percent compared with a year earlier. (Turn to page
22 for a 50-state chart.) As Boyd sees it, revenue declines are
unlikely to be as severe this year, and some states may even have
a few revenue sources turn around. But there’s scant comfort to
be gained. “They’re down so far, even with a little growth they’re
still largely where they were,” he says. Indeed, they may even be
worse off, given that the federal stimulus money that most states
relied on to see them through 2009 is scheduled to end after this
year, and that their Medicaid and other social service rolls are
expanding. In late October, the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities estimated that overall, states will face a combined budget
gap of $350 billion in 2010 and 2011.
In past recessions, state revenues typically have lagged economic recovery by several years, as continued high unemployment
dragged down personal income tax receipts and weak consumer
spending kept sales tax receipts low. This time, though, there’s the
additional worry that the sources most states rely on to fund their
activities—the exceptions, of course, being resource-rich states
such as Wyoming, North Dakota and Montana—will either take
an unusually long time to recover or may never do so.
That’s the argument that has fueled Governor Daniels’ warnings of a “coming reset” for state government. Revenue-trimming
developments such as growth in the national savings rate, more
frugal spending habits and tighter consumer credit, says Chris
Ruhl, Indiana’s budget director, don’t appear to be temporary.
“Even if we get to where folks are feeling more stable about the
economic situation and their incomes are back growing,” he says,
“we think they’re likely to be restricting spending over time.”
That, in turn, means sales tax receipts may never come back with
the same strength they once had.
Similarly, Indiana has seen roughly three times as much of a
drop in tax revenues from non-wage income, capital gains and
real estate taxes as in the economic downturn of 2001. “It took
us ﬁve years last recession to climb back and it’s much worse this
time, so presumably it will be longer this time until we get this
revenue back,” Ruhl says. And ﬁnally, with the national economic
recovery expected to be slow—and even slower in manufacturing-dependent states such as Indiana—the state expects taxes
on wages and salaries, which bring in about a quarter of all tax
revenues, to take years to recover. In all, the state projects its revenues in 2011 will remain below 2007 levels. And Indiana—where
Daniels refused to dip into the state’s rainy-day fund—is in better
ﬁscal shape than many other states.
All of this feeds a conviction that state government is in for a
shakeout, says Daniels, a ﬁscal conservative who since the 2005
ﬁscal year has cut real per capita state government spending in
every year but one. “Sure, I think Americans are better served
by limited government,” he says, “but this is not philosophy, it’s
arithmetic. There will not be close to enough money to support
everything that’s been built up over time. That’s just a fact to be
faced.” Or as a senior New York State agency official puts it, “The
truth is, government can’t afford government anymore. We’ve
become too expensive.”
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THE REVENUE PLUNGE
Year-over-year percentage change in state tax collections
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Source: The Nelson A. Rockefeller Institute of Government

een in this light, the political turmoil that beset states
from Arizona to New York last year could be viewed as a
ﬁrst, tentative step in coming to terms with a new reality.
In the ﬁve stages of grief, states seem to be somewhere
between “Denial” and “Bargaining,” with a sojourn at “Anger”
along the way and “Acceptance” still some distance off. This is
hardly surprising, argues the Rockefeller Institute’s Don Boyd.
“Institutions do not support structural solutions,” he says. “Basic
structural solutions, like, ‘We’re going to rejigger the tax structure’ or ‘Let’s fundamentally redo the spending side because we
know we can’t afford this in the long term’—the beneﬁts of those
strategies come in the future, and political institutions provide
no reward for actions that beneﬁt the future. They’re focused on
actions in the next 12 months.”
Still, there are a few states that have begun to look farther
out. California, which was ﬁrst to encounter truly desperate ﬁscal times, is not especially far along in addressing its long-term
problems, but a good slice of its leadership believes that before
the state can make long-lasting changes, it ﬁrst needs to change
the way government operates. In essence, says Mark Paul, a
senior scholar at the New America Foundation, California has
ﬁnally buckled under the pressure of three contradictory political systems. There’s the regular, majority-rule, two-party system
designed at its founding. There are the initiative-and-referendum reforms, which were instituted a century ago by Progressives to overcome the power of the railroads and other business

S

interests, but which have more recently created policy incoherence and strengthened moneyed players who want to make an
end run around the legislature. And ﬁnally, there’s the system of
super-majorities, introduced in the 1930s but magniﬁed in 1978
by Proposition 13, “which basically said that we don’t trust the
legislature to operate in our interests and so we want it to operate
by consensus, with a two-thirds majority on ﬁscal matters,” Paul
says. Anything of consequence in California, from budget bills to
tax increases to changes in school funding, now requires either a
legislative or a popular supermajority.
There are three wide-ranging efforts to reform the way California governs itself. One is a move by a foundation-sponsored
group called California Forward to put a package of reform initiatives to a popular vote this year. Another is a business-backed
push to create a limited constitutional convention to reform the
budget process, elections and initiatives, state and local relations
and government effectiveness; it would not be able to consider
tax increases or social issues. Then there are joint legislative
committees in both the Assembly and Senate that are looking at
everything from budget reform to ﬁnding ways of helping the legislature better set priorities and strengthen its oversight of state
government, to overhauling the initiative process. Mike Feuer, a
Democrat from Los Angeles who chairs the new Assembly Select
Committee on Improving State Government, says he’s hopeful
that a major change in the structure of government can happen
by the end of this year.
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SAD STATE OF STATE TAXES
Constitutional change is surfacing in Pennsylvania, too. It was
the last state to pass a budget in 2009, missing a July 1 deadline
by 101 days as Democratic Governor Ed Rendell and leaders from
the Democratic-controlled House and the Republican-controlled
Senate tangled over closing the state’s $3.2 billion deﬁcit. In doing
so, they stoked a growing public perception that Harrisburg is
incapable of functioning properly. “I think there’s a growing realization that it’s structural and not just the current crisis,” Democratic state Representative Kathy Manderino says. “Our government structures and policies are deﬁcient for a modern world.”
Manderino co-chaired a study group of the state bar association that recommended calling for a state constitutional convention last fall, only to see its suggestion defeated at a statewide
meeting in October over fears that an open convention might turn
against the legal profession. Nonetheless, says Clifford Haines, a
lawyer from Philadelphia who is the bar association’s president
and the moving force behind its reform push, “it is widely viewed
that the legislature as it’s structured is not functioning well, and
that’s being as polite as I can be. I think the ball of reform has been
teetering and needed someone to push. Whether we’ve pushed
hard enough to get the ball rolling, time will tell.”
At the moment, the ball is in the hands of a coalition of four
organizations that have been pushing for a convention. The
groups include the state branches of Common Cause and the
League of Women Voters, a conservative think tank called the
Commonwealth Foundation and a grassroots reform outﬁt called
Democracy Rising Pennsylvania. “It’s conspicuous,” says Tim
Potts, Democracy Rising’s director, “that the legislature can’t
reform itself.”
While the ingredients might be falling into place for a farreaching reappraisal of how Pennsylvania government runs, says
Chris Borick, a political scientist who heads the Institute of Public
Opinion at Muhlenberg College, they haven’t yet produced the
same momentum as in California. “It’s not on the front of the
public’s mind,” he says. And the upcoming election to replace
Governor Rendell, who is term-limited out of office after this
year, probably won’t do much to lay groundwork for more intense
reform pressure in the future. “There’s nothing that makes me
think there will be a more systematic and comprehensive look at
state policy,” says Borick. “It’ll be duct tape rather than a redesign.
It’s very Pennsylvania.”

Percentage change in third-quarter revenue,
2008 to 2009 (preliminary data)
Personal
Income Tax

Corporate
Income Tax Sales Tax

Total

United States

-11.3

-17.5

-8.8

-11.1

New England
Connecticut
Maine
Massachusetts
New Hampshire
Rhode Island
Vermont

-12.8
-13.9
-11.8
-13.1
NA
-6.7
-13.8

-21.8
-39.0
2.4
-24.6
-7.1
-43.4
3.3

-2.9
-9.2
-10.1
2.5
NA
-5.9
-5.9

-10.0
-13.5
-9.6
-10.0
-1.6
-6.7
-8.4

Mid-Atlantic
Delaware
Maryland
New Jersey
New York
Pennsylvania

-8.0
-10.6
-8.4
-8.9
-7.4
-8.9

-14.5
-61.8
-30.9
-20.6
-3.7
-15.0

-7.5
NA
-8.5
-5.9
-8.1
-7.4

-9.3
-15.7
-10.5
-11.8
-8.9
-7.5

Great Lakes
Illinois
Indiana
Michigan
Ohio
Wisconsin

-12.8
-11.7
-20.3
-12.0
-14.1
-8.1

-26.7
-28.4
-42.4
-24.7
-111.3
9.2

-9.8
-13.1
-10.9
-7.1
-9.2
-8.7

-11.2
-12.6
-14.2
-8.2
-12.1
-9.7

Plains
Iowa
Kansas
Minnesota
Missouri
Nebraska
North Dakota
South Dakota

-9.3
-5.7
-10.6
-11.8
-8.1
-6.8
-3.7
NA

-27.5
-67.3
-28.7
-22.2
-8.5
-35.4
-46.3
NA

-7.6
-0.2
-5.9
-14.8
-6.0
-4.3
-10.0
-6.9

-9.7
-5.0
-12.5
-12.3
-6.9
-7.6
-17.3
-8.8

Southeast
Alabama
Arkansas
Florida
Georgia
Kentucky
Louisiana
Mississippi
North Carolina
South Carolina
Tennessee
Virginia
West Virginia

-9.1
-26.7
-6.9
NA
-14.6
-7.1
-0.7
-12.2
-5.9
-6.2
NA
-6.9
-6.7

-5.2
-23.3
-21.4
-11.0
-10.5
-40.5
61.6
-19.1
-0.4
17.4
8.2
-7.9
-5.1

-9.2
-13.0
-11.1
-8.1
-14.7
-7.5
-16.7
-12.4
-3.7
-6.8
-9.5
-5.5
-4.6

-8.1
-6.5
-7.8
-8.6
-13.9
-5.5
-14.9
-11.8
-3.4
-5.7
-5.4
-6.6
-10.4

Southwest
Arizona
New Mexico
Oklahoma
Texas

-15.0
-14.0
ND
-16.3
NA

-43.3
-38.4
ND
-52.2
NA

-13.7
-17.0
ND
-15.0
-13.1

-17.0
-16.3
ND
-28.4
-15.4

Rocky Mountain -11.7
Colorado
-14.3
Idaho
-4.8
Montana
-14.4
Utah
-8.3
Wyoming
NA

-49.0
-24.6
-39.1
-61.4
-72.5
NA

-16.1
-12.0
-12.9
NA
-23.0
-25.2

-16.0
-14.1
-9.8
-20.2
-20.5
27.0

Far West
Alaska
California
Hawaii
Nevada
Oregon
Washington

-13.9
-68.4
-11.3
-27.3
NA
-26.1
NA

-5.1
NA
-1.0
-11.8
-14.4
NA
-12.6

-12.7
-52.4
-8.7
-9.4
-8.9
-12.1
-5.8

-15.3
NA
-16.0
-6.7
NA
-12.0
NA

I

Notes: NA- not applicable, ND- no data
Source: The Nelson A. Rockefeller Institute of Government
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t’s also very United States. In part, says Don Boyd, that’s because
the policy choices of the moment don’t favor long-term retrenchment on the part of state government. “I see politicians making
statements about drastically reconsidering the role of government,” he says. “But in general, the winds are in the other direction. Look at health care reform: When we’re done, states will be
doing more, not less, in health care for the needy. And right now,
state governments spend more than 90 percent of the money for
infrastructure. So unless they’re going to get out of health care and
education and infrastructure and public safety, the fundamental
reworking of what state government does is unlikely.”
That hasn’t stopped some governors from starting to point
their states in that direction. In Indiana, for instance, Daniels
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argues that the budget-scrubbing he instituted upon taking over
ﬁve years ago means that all of “the little fruit,” as he puts it, has
already been picked. Given the state’s continuing budget stress,
he insists, this suggests that it’s time to start looking at bigger
matters. “With half of our budget in K-12 education and another
13 percent in higher education, you cannot hold those harmless
forever,” he says. “And K-12 dollars are as poorly spent in Indiana
as they are in most states.” In addition, he argues, it’s time for the
state to encourage consolidation of school districts and local governments—beginning with an initiative he pushed unsuccessfully
in the last legislative session to rid the state of its townships; he
has vowed to bring it back this year.
Granholm’s belief that Michigan needs to shed state departments comes against one of the grimmest economic shifts in the
country. Michigan has lost 19 percent of the jobs it had in 2000
as the automotive industry has been retrenching. Even if the state
were suddenly to enjoy the kind of boom it experienced in the

Unless states are going to get out of
health care, education, infrastructure
and public safety, the fundamental
reworking of what they do is unlikely.
1990s, when unemployment stood at a mere 3 percent, “it would
be 2025 before we had the same kind of employment we had in
2000,” says Mitchell Bean, who directs the nonpartisan House
Fiscal Agency. That is unlikely to happen, he adds. “We’ve gone
from being a rich state to being a poor state, and we really do have
to rethink the level of services we’re providing, as well as building
a broad-based tax structure with a low rate.” Yet it seems unlikely
that Michigan will be taking up these challenges anytime soon.
The governor, attorney general and secretary of state all are termlimited out of office after this year, as are 30 of the Senate’s 38
members. So House members are running for Senate, senators are
running for statewide office—and no one expects any substantive
work on addressing the state’s core ﬁscal problems to get done.
The same situation prevails in Illinois, where the February
primary for governor and legislative seats has put all progress on
hold. This is despite the fact that the state will have to close a
roughly $12 billion budget hole—in a budget of $26 billion that
actually is spending less on public services than a few years ago.
“No one is unaware of the fact that we are in a very dire situation,
some would even say nearing a crisis,” says Jim Muschinske, revenue manager for the legislature’s Commission on Government
Forecasting and Accountability.
The problem is that the deﬁcit was engendered not just by falling revenues but also by a set of policy decisions that stretch back
years. As part of a 1995 effort to tackle a massive unfunded pension liability that backloaded the truly onerous burdens, Illinois
must make contributions in the billions over the next few years.
It also must pay debt service on more than $3 billion in pension
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obligation notes it sold to fund operating expenses. “The recession is going to get a lot of the blame, but all the recession really
did is exacerbate existing problems,” says Ralph Martire, director
of the Chicago-based Center for Tax and Budget Accountability.
“At the end of the day, the recession will go away and the ﬁscal
problems will remain.”
There is some indication that Illinois citizens understand how
deep-seated the problems are. In a poll that found public faith
in state government at abysmally low levels—hardly surprising,
given the scandals that have beset the last two governors—there
was one astonishing statistic: “If you look at the value people
think they get for services, they think they’re getting better value
from the federal government than from the state government,”
says David Yepsen, director of the Paul Simon Institute at Southern Illinois University, which conducted the poll. “I’ve never
seen that before. To me, it just jumps out as evidence that people
understand how miserable things are.”
Whether that translates into fundamental change, on the other
hand, is another matter. As in Pennsylvania and even in California—where polls show that voters are desperately unhappy with
Sacramento, but don’t want to repeal the supermajority rule or
institute other proposed ﬁscal changes—it’s uncertain that voters
in Illinois are ready to press for doing things differently. “What
is the awareness of the general public and members of the legislature as to whether or not we muddle through and end up with
the same state government when we get out of this recession?”
asks Christine Radogno, the Republican leader in the state Senate.
“My hope is this is a time when government in general really does
a sort of reset. But I’m not sure we’re there yet.”
New York may be the best example of just how difficult a process it will be. There, Democratic Governor David Paterson spent
most of November wrangling with legislators of his own party—
especially in the Senate—who refused to believe that the state’s
estimated $3.2 billion deﬁcit was as severe as Paterson made it out
to be, and who persisted in opposing his bid to make cuts in the
two arenas that eat up the bulk of the state’s budget: education
and health care. In the end, the legislature passed a $2.7 billion
“deﬁcit reduction plan” that made heavy use of federal stimulus
money and one-shot shifts from separate state funds and authorities. Legislators admitted that as soon as they reconvene, they’ll
have to start all over again.
It is entirely possible that when they do, both in New York
and elsewhere, legislators and governors will spend this year as
they have so many others when times are tight: looking willy-nilly
for programs to cut, new sources of revenue to tap, and creative
manipulations to get them through the year. If so, says NASBO’s
Scott Pattison, they will have wasted a cardinal opportunity. “My
hope is that people will start to think about all this more strategically,” he says. “Frankly, why do you want to be there at a senior
level if you don’t have some impact? And when you have scarce
resources, the way to have an impact is not just to cut, it’s to direct
those cuts in a way that you have some kind of prioritization and
you leave a legacy.” G
E-mail robg@valley.net
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STATEHOUSE
Hyper-partisanship
has spread from
Washington to the
states. It’s making
needed change very
hard to accomplish.
By Alan Greenblatt
Photographs by David Kidd
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STANDSTILL

Wisconsin’s senior
Republican in the
Assembly, Al Ott: “To
be uncivil apparently
is easier than trying
to put on the harness
and work through
the process. It’s easier to say, ‘We’ve got
the power and we’ll
roll through it.’ ”
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obin Vos used to love arguing
with Democrats. As a county
official in Wisconsin, the selfdescribed “ideological” Republican got together with a Democratic mayor and began a political discussion group open to any and all comers. It
was, Vos recalls, “the best experience I ever
had.” For a couple of years, at least. But then
bloggers started attending the meetings
and, Vos says, twisted various statements
out of context. “They would make us all
sound nuts,” he says. “Outside partisanship
made it impossible for us to get together.”
Now Vos participates in a different kind
of debating society. As a member of the state
Assembly, representing his hometown of
Racine, he has a seat on the Joint Budget
Committee—the most powerful panel in the
Wisconsin legislature. But that doesn’t give
him much say over the budget. Democrats,
who hold relatively modest majorities of
52-to-46 in the Assembly and 18-to-15 in the
Senate, have nevertheless taken three-quarters of the slots on the Budget Committee,
making Republicans such as Vos little more
than interested observers.
One result was that not a single GOP
member of the Assembly voted for the
state’s biennial budget bill last year. Jeff
Fitzgerald, the Republican leader, described
the worst budget crisis in Wisconsin history
as “the Democrats’ problem,” appearing to
give more weight to his hopes of retaking
the chamber in 2010 than to helping solve
the state’s real problems. But Democrats
made it pretty clear they weren’t interested
in Republican input, anyway. On the budget bill and other important measures, they
squash Republican amendments at nearly
every turn. It’s become a habit for members
of the Assembly, in particular, to spend as
many hours a day in closed partisan caucuses as they spend on the ﬂoor. On the ﬁnal
day of session this past November, Assembly Democrats were in caucus for 10 hours,
seeking the last votes their leaders needed
to pass an education measure that wasn’t
going to receive any Republican support.
In such an environment, there’s little
reason to expect bipartisan cooperation—
or even an open exchange of ideas. “You
no longer look at anyone around here as an
individual,” Vos says. “You look at them as
a target. Either you’re in a safe seat and I’m
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Fred Risser, the
Democratic Senate president in
Wisconsin and
the nation’s longest-serving state
legislator: “You
get the two parties
together in caucus
and it’s like a pack
of wolves.”

never going to touch you, or you’re in a marginal seat and I can’t
ever do anything to help you. It makes legislating very difficult.”
Partisanship is worse in Wisconsin than in some other states
partly because both chambers remain closely contested. But the
factors that drive the parties apart in Madison—the need for constant fundraising; the inﬂuence of interest groups closely allied
with one party or the other; and an altered media landscape that
gives precedence to partisan hyperbole—are present to some
degree in just about every state capital. Legislatures may not be
as partisan as the U.S. Congress—not every vote at the state level is
a potential litmus test—but they’re getting closer. “I blame Wash-
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ington,” says Fred Risser, the Democratic Senate president in Wisconsin and, with 53 years of service, the nation’s longest-serving
state legislator. “The extreme partisanship in Washington, D.C.,
has trickled down to the states.”
Tim Storey, of the National Conference of State Legislatures,
cautions that there can be a lot of false nostalgia involved in
looking back upon supposedly halcyon days when “camaraderie
transcended politics.” It’s a useful reminder that legislators have
been ﬁghting with each other since legislatures have existed. Still,
Storey concedes that things are more bitter now. Thirty years ago,
the rhetoric on the ﬂoor was plenty hot, but behind closed doors,
legislative leaders quietly worked together to cut deals that kept
bills moving. “You could always rely on the elected officials from
both parties to study the issue and then reach a compromise,” Storey says. “But when compromise becomes an evil thing—a failure
and no longer equated in virtue—that becomes a problem.”
Of course, there are rare instances where there’s been
“enforced bipartisanship,” as Jason Mumpower, the Republican
leader in the Tennessee House, puts it, because the two parties
are tied and essentially have no choice but to put aside their differences. In such cases, the leaders generally take the most contentious issues off the table, knowing there’s no chance for success—and become more productive because they’re not distracted
by the hotter topics.
ut things don’t always work out that way, as the New
York Senate amply demonstrated last summer. A temporary partisan tie led not to the splitting of differences but
complete deadlock, with the two party caucuses refusing
even to meet in the same space for a month. And most legislative
chambers are not tied, or even close to it. When one side enjoys
a clear majority, the minority often feels it has little option but to
disrupt the proceedings in any way it can. That happened last year
in Connecticut, when minority Republicans wouldn’t vote for
the ﬂurry of ﬁnal bills because of anger over an unrelated budget
package. Similarly, in California, minority Republicans blocked
passage of dozens of bills at session’s end—including many with
strong GOP support—because they were angry about a separate
budget issue. Dennis Hollingsworth, the Senate GOP leader,
said it was a question of trust, complaining that “the Democratic
leadership did not uphold their previous budget agreements.”
But neither Hollingsworth nor his staff were able to furnish any
examples of agreements that had been broken.
In Madison, politics hasn’t entirely devolved into trench warfare. There’s probably less public hostility between the two sides
than there was a few years ago, when a political scandal over use
of staff for political purposes led to the conviction of several legislative leaders. And, as in most states, the vast majority of bills pass
unanimously or by enormous bipartisan margins. But there’s virtually no common ground on the votes that really count. No matter how much lip service is given to bipartisanship as a virtue, the
reality in Wisconsin, as elsewhere, is that external and internal
pressures have made bipartisan cooperation all but impossible to
achieve. “You get the parties together in caucus and it’s like a pack
of wolves,” Risser says. “They follow the leader, right or wrong.”
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isconsin is the birthplace of the Republican Party,
and, historically, the GOP has dominated politics
in the state. For the ﬁrst half of the 20th century,
Democrats were barely in contention. Partisan
contests for legislative seats really didn’t become very aggressive
until 1974, when Democrats, in the aftermath of the Watergate
scandal, claimed majorities in both chambers that were to last two
decades. Even as the legislature became competitive, however,
Republicans usually held the governorship: Republican Tommy
G. Thompson served as governor from 1987 until 2001. “Thompson became more and more effective at accumulating money and
managing the legislative agenda as well, and Democrats ﬁgured
out that they had to try to compete in kind or just give up the
prospect of winning elections again,” says James Conant, a political scientist who worked in Wisconsin politics on the Democratic
side and wrote a book about the state’s political system.
By the end of Thompson’s 14-year reign, politics in Wisconsin
had become much more expensive, and some of the gentlemanly
rules of the game had been abandoned. The gloves really came
off following the Republican takeover of Congress—and the Wisconsin legislature—in 1994, suggests Mark Miller, who chairs the
Democratic caucus in the state Senate. “It was no longer enough
to defeat your opponent,” he says. “You had to crush them.
Because of the success Republicans had with that, it prompted
a response in kind.”
At the same time that the rhetoric emanating from both parties
grew hotter, interest groups stepped up their involvement in partisan politics. The largest groups—the Wisconsin Education Association on the Democratic side and Wisconsin Manufacturers &
Commerce for the GOP—had always played prominent roles. But
in past times, neither sided exclusively with candidates of one
party or the other. The education association had a policy of automatically endorsing any legislator who voted with them 80 percent of the time, leading to a lot of teacher support for moderate
Republicans. Nowadays, there’s a single-minded devotion among
interest groups to helping the party that favors their agenda win
control, and this extends to single-issue groups whose concern is
abortion, gun rights, the environment or any other controversial
matter. They go either all “D” or all “R.” The days when half a loaf
was better than none are over. “They will not tolerate compromise
on their issues,” Miller says. “They can hold parties hostage.”

W

he roles of political parties and interest groups have
grown so blurred in Wisconsin that it’s hard in some
cases to tell which controls the other. Interest groups
help caucus leaders recruit candidates at the earliest
pre-primary stages. They run massive independent expenditure
campaigns, buying TV time in large quantities to praise or defame
candidates, generally without the candidate’s knowledge. “All of
a sudden, you’ve got . . . the big money handpicking candidates,”
says Tim Cullen, who served as Senate majority leader in the
1980s. “They tend not to settle on moderates. Big money collapsed
the political center in Wisconsin.”
With both chambers closely divided in recent years—the state
Senate has changed hands ﬁve times since 1994—there has been a
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tremendous escalation in fundraising. Twenty years ago, a typical
state Senate campaign might cost $50,000. Now, million-dollar
campaigns are not unusual and the state has seen a $3 million
state Senate race. There is public ﬁnancing available in Wisconsin,
but the law was never indexed for inﬂation and so the amounts
provided to candidates under its provisions are far too small to
have any practical effect. Virtually no one in a seriously contested
election can be competitive using public money.
The help that lobbyists provide to candidates is repaid by close
attention when it comes time for governing. There are stories in
legislatures all across the country these days about lobbyists sending BlackBerry messages to legislators on the ﬂoor, instructing
them to vote up or down on amendments and bills. In Madison,
you hear complaints that the interest groups set the agenda and
the people in leadership ﬁgure out how to pass it. “Special interests
have literally controlled the agenda from the beginning to the end,”
complains Robin Vos. “Almost no important legislation has gone to
the ﬂoor without the blessing of one of the special interests.”
ny day the Wisconsin legislature is in session, you can
count on ﬁnding Jim Smith sitting directly across Main
Street from the capitol at Genna’s Lounge, a wedgeshaped bar ﬁlled with posters for Guinness beer and
pictures of the old Sinatra Rat Pack. Smith was the lead political consultant for Assembly Democrats in their successful 2008
effort to win back majority control of the chamber for the ﬁrst
time since 1994—giving Democrats total control of the legisla-
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tive and executive branches of state
government. During the campaign
year, Smith got in the habit of setting
up shop at Genna’s because members
weren’t allowed to conduct political
business inside the capitol. “By law,
we had to go off-site,” Smith says. “I’d
meet someone in the capitol for lunch
and other legislators would look at
me like I wasn’t allowed in there.” But
doing business at Genna’s does not
make lobbyists or pressure groups the
slightest bit less inﬂuential.
One can make the case that hyperpartisanship actually was worse in
Wisconsin a few years ago than it is
now. At one point, junior members
and staff were warned against consorting with the enemy and were actually
chastised if they were seen sharing
meals with counterparts across the
aisle. That seems to have abated: Leaders on both sides in both chambers say
they get along amicably on a personal
basis.
But the partisan political gamesmanship has not abated at all. Legislators who chair party caucuses are,
Political consultant
for all intents and purposes, campaign
managers. Neophyte members elected
Jim Smith does
under such a system owe a great deal of
business at Genna’s
loyalty to the leaders who helped bring
Lounge: “By law,
them to power. Some observers comwe had to go offplain that legislators who begin their
site,” Smith says.
careers by taking orders from the party
“I’d meet someone
leadership continue to do that out of
in the Capitol for
sheer habit even in later terms, rather
lunch and other
than building their own independent
legislators would
expertise and voting records.
look at me like I
Conversely, members recruited
wasn’t allowed in
largely for their ideological loyalty also
there.”
place their own demands on leaders,
and often this involves expressing frustration with any tendency
to compromise. Both Republicans and Democrats in Wisconsin
have, over the past few years, dumped leaders who were seen as
too conciliatory. “Caucuses tend to select as their leaders those
who have demonstrated the most willingness to take on the competition in a partisan way,” says Mark Miller, the Senate Democratic caucus chair.
The result is a kind of continuous feedback loop, with rankand-ﬁle members, leaders and interest groups all demanding
fealty to their shared beliefs. “In any session, you can be at 17-to16 and there’s a ton of pressure on one or two members to comply
[with the party line],” says Scott Fitzgerald, the Senate Republican
leader. “Part of how you do that is ratcheting up the pressure.”
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ob Ziegelbauer has felt the pressure. The Democrat
from Manitowoc has served in the Wisconsin Assembly
nearly 20 years, and when the party returned to power
last year, he was able to claim one of the choicest perks
that came with majority status. He was handed the gavel as chair
of the Ways and Means Committee. That is, until he crossed his
own leadership on a big budget vote. Ziegelbauer, who describes
himself as “proudly, unabashedly” pro-life, simply wouldn’t vote
the way leaders wanted on an amendment that involved abortion.
He also wasn’t crazy about what he calls a “horrible, horrible”
budget package that included tax increases he believes will hurt
the state for years to come. As a result, Ziegelbauer was stripped
of his committee chairmanship. “It was a
buildup of consistently not voting with us,” Republican Senasays Mark Pocan, the Democrat who co- tor Dale Schultz:
chairs the Joint Budget Committee. “It was “Our job here
not one issue.”
is to reﬂect the
Leaders in states from California to Flor- opinion of the
ida in recent years have stripped apostates people we repreof important committee and leadership sent, and by its
positions after they strayed on important nature that can
votes. In Wisconsin, Ziegelbauer’s experi- be contentious.”
ence was simply the latest warning of the
dangers involved in bucking the party when
it counts. People in Madison still talk about
what happened to George Petak, a Republican who represented a swing district in the
state Senate in the 1990s. That is, until he
voted in support of a tax increase to help
pay for a stadium. It wasn’t so much that
Petak had deﬁed the GOP’s usual tough line
against taxes. It was that Democrats sensed
an opportunity to knock him out and capture a crucial seat, and so they mounted a
recall election effort against him, the ﬁrst
one to succeed against any legislator in state
history. “It was an example of cooperating,
and then being punished by the other side,”
Vos says.
All of these complex rivalries are ampliﬁed by media outlets that are increasingly
partisan themselves. There are two prominent talk-radio hosts in Milwaukee who
keep conservatives in line, at least within
their listening area. They can always gin
up lots of phone calls when a Republican
votes “the wrong way.” And Madison, like
other capitals, has witnessed a decline in
mainstream news coverage even as it has
acquired a corps of bloggers argumentative enough to satisfy every persuasion.
“You have less of a check on what the facts
really are,” says Mark Pocan, “so it becomes
a question of who has better spin.”
Al Ott, the longest-serving Republican
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in the Assembly, points out that things weren’t always so great in
the old days, either. He recalls a speaker 30 years ago taking to the
ﬂoor and admonishing his colleagues for supporting a minority
amendment to the budget, which, properly chastised, they then
promptly scotched. In those days, Ott recalls, one Democratic
maverick was stripped of his desk and forced to sit behind two
orange crates and a plank.
But Ott, who concedes that his colleagues call him a “RINO”
(Republican In Name Only), says things have gotten seriously
worse. The public is frustrated by government that has trouble
reaching decisions on matters that will have long-term impact.
“That’s an ability we may not have any more,” he says. “To be
uncivil in the process apparently is easier than trying to put on the
harness and work through the process. It’s easier to say, ‘We’ve
got the power and we’ll roll through it.’ ” And that is a clear consequence of hyper-partisanship.
There are those who argue that this is inevitable, the result of
districts that are more homogeneous and whose voters insist on
consistent compatibility with their own views. “Our job here is to
reﬂect the opinion of the people we represent,” says state Senator
Dale Schultz, one of the few remaining moderate Republicans in
the legislature, “and by its nature that can be contentious.”
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t is tempting to plead with legislators to stop bickering and come
up with common-sense solutions to serious problems, but the
unpleasant reality may be that there are no obvious commonsense solutions on which a natural consensus exists. When faced
with enormous deﬁcits, some legislators will believe it’s necessary
to raise taxes, while others will argue with equal or greater conviction that this would be the worst possible idea during a period
of recession.
There is a genuine battle between such ideas, and perhaps it
should not be surprising that the arguments about them tend to
break along partisan lines. Jeff Fitzgerald, the Assembly Republican leader, suggests that his locally famous quote that the deﬁcit
was “the Democrats’ problem” was “kind of an offhand comment,” but it’s not one that he particularly backs away from. “I do
believe the job of the minority leader is to get his caucus back in
the majority,” he says. “It puts you in position to move the state
ahead according to what you think is the best direction, the core
beliefs you have.”
Not all battles are partisan. Much of the gamesmanship in
any capitol comes between the two legislative chambers or the
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branches of government, even when
they all are controlled by the same
party. At the moment, the Republican
leaders in the two chambers, Jeff and
Scott Fitzgerald, are brothers. Asked
if he and his older brother get along
worse as minority leaders than they
did as kids, Jeff Fitzgerald laughs and
says, “It’s exactly the same . . . . Sometimes the worst ﬁghting is between
leaders of the Assembly and Senate, but we know we both have
to show up to Sunday dinner at our parents’.”
Things are only going to grow more contentious in Wisconsin
this year, with the governorship up for grabs and both chambers
very much in play. “The environment now is really not that bad,”
says Scott Fitzgerald. “But it’s going to be a tough election cycle.
There are many bills, quite honestly, that can be used as ammo in
elections back home.” G
Republican leaders
Scott Fitzgerald,
left, and brother
Jeff. It was Jeff who
once described the
worst budget crisis
in Wisconsin history
as “the Democrats’
problem.”

E-mail alangreenblatt@yahoo.com
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ISSUES TO WATCH
Here are the topics that
will capture the attention of
state legislators in 2010.
he Great Recession may technically be over,
but it continues to have a devastating effect
on the ability of state legislators to craft new
legislation or programs. For the most part,
legislative sessions in 2010 will be preoccupied with tools to help ease citizens’ pain—ways, for
example, to ﬁght foreclosures and deal with unemployment. At the same time, lawmakers will have to consider
painful service cuts and tax increases—even if they acted
on such cuts and increases last year. In addition, they
will be responding to decisions coming out of Washington, D.C., on health care and education, on new federal
regulations for overseas voting and on Supreme Court
rulings that could upend criminal prosecutions.
In short, legislators will be making a series of difficult
decisions about issues many of them would rather not
deal with as November elections draw near.

T

By Josh Goodman
Illustrations by Matt Collins

State Budgets
In 2009, federal stimulus money bolstered state budgets with
tens of billions of dollars. The help was critical, but it is about to
run out. As legislators write their 2011 budgets this spring, they’ll
have to take into account that key pots of stimulus cash will be
gone before the new ﬁscal year starts. For example, Congress has
been paying a larger share than usual of Medicaid costs, and that
arrangement ends in December.
All of that poses a major problem for state budgeters. Even with
the national economy starting to recover, their revenue streams
haven’t begun to stabilize, let alone pick up. The Rockefeller Institute of Government found that state tax revenue dropped by more
than $14 billion from the third quarter of 2008 to the third quarter
of 2009, a decline of close to 11 percent. Revenue from personal
income taxes, corporate income taxes and sales taxes all fell, with
more drops expected in the fourth quarter.
With less state money and less federal money, legislators have
massive budget gaps to ﬁll. The Center on Budget and Policy Priorities (CBPP) projects state shortfalls at $170 billion for ﬁscal
year 2011. Even worse, there’s no relief in sight. CBPP’s forecasts
for the 2012 ﬁscal year are for $120 billion in shortfalls.
States already have furloughed workers, cut programs and
raised taxes to bring their budgets into balance. They’ll be doing
it all over again this spring. “You’ve done just about everything
you can possibly do,” says Scott Pattison, executive director of the
National Association of State Budget Officers (NASBO). “You’ve
drained every reserve. You’ve cut, you’ve cut fairly signiﬁcantly
and yet the choices are still hard.” In fact, given that states are
building on cuts they’ve already made, it’s fair to say this will be
the hardest year yet.
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Health Care

Taxes
Normally, raising taxes is something close to an impossibility in
many legislatures. Republicans are philosophically opposed to tax
increases, while Democrats tend to steer clear of the political consequences. But lately, legislators have been doing the impossible
with surprising frequency.
NASBO reports that states raised taxes and fees by $24 billion in the past ﬁscal year, the ﬁrst time since 1992 that increases
totaled more than $10 billion. Much of the focus was on narrowly
targeted taxes: 17 states increased cigarette taxes, for example. But
lawmakers also increased the rates on broad-based taxes. Personal
income tax rates and sales tax rates rose in a dozen states each.
These increases didn’t wholly prevent budget cuts, but they
did serve to moderate them. As the CBPP’s Scott Johnson puts
it, “The goal in a lot of states—and I think it’s the right goal—is to
take the most balanced approach possible.”
But, there’s still a clear partisan divide on the subject of taxes.
In every state that raised personal income taxes last year, Democrats control both houses of the legislature. Resistance from
Republican lawmakers remains strong. Resistance from voters remains strong, too. New Jersey Governor Jon Corzine was
booted from office in November in large measure because of his
inability to combat sky-high property tax rates.
Still, budget shortfalls are deep enough that most states are
likely to at least broach the idea of a tax increase. Arizona’s conservative, Republican-controlled legislature, for example, has been
tied in knots for months over the subject of a sales tax hike. And
the desire to raise taxes has surfaced among some legislators in
Utah. But Utah Governor Gary Herbert seemed to speak for many
Republicans around the country with his skeptical response. “If,
at the end of the day, civilization as we knew it would come to
an end,” he told the Salt Lake Tribune, “I maybe would not veto
a tax increase.”
34

Even if Congress passes a health care overhaul, the battle won’t
be over. The action simply will move to the states.
Conservatives in legislatures have sought state constitutional
amendments as a way to prevent key provisions that they assumed
would be in the federal legislation from being enacted. The
amendments establish a right for individuals to decide whether
they want health insurance or not. In doing so, they seek to block
the idea of an individual mandate—the requirement that everyone
have health insurance or pay a fee. Other language in the proposals would counter a mandatory single-payer system, although
that’s not something Congress is considering.
With the support of the American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC), this legislation may be introduced in half the states.
Although most aren’t likely to revise their constitutions, a few
could. The Arizona legislature already voted for the proposal last
year, placing the amendment before the state’s voters this November. “The eyes of the nation,” says Christie Herrera, director of
ALEC’s Health and Human Services Task Force, “will be watching Arizona.”
If Arizona or another state does approve one of the amendments, a legal battle is all but guaranteed. Many legal scholars
think that states can’t actually block a federal individual mandate.
After all, the constitution’s Supremacy Clause typically allows
federal law to supersede state law. Supporters of the amendments,
however, point to recent court rulings that have reaffirmed the
powers of states, including a 2006 Supreme Court decision that
allowed Oregon to permit physician-assisted suicide.
Even before potential court cases play out, though, the proposals could have a political impact. If the amendments come up for
votes, legislators around the country will have to take a stand on
Congress’ approach to health care. Those votes stand to be every
bit as politically contentious as the ones that have been taking
place in Washington.

Jobs
Conventional wisdom holds that in a recession the federal government can act to stimulate the economy, but states can’t. After
all, states, unlike the federal government, are required to keep
their operating budgets balanced each year. They can’t engage
in routine deﬁcit spending that might give businesses a reason to
hire. This year, state legislators may prove conventional wisdom
wrong. There’s strong motivation to do so: If joblessness stays
near 10 percent, voters are likely to send legislators to the unemployment line.
Some lawmakers see their state’s capacity to issue bonds to
pay for capital expenses as a way to authorize miniature stimulus plans. While some of the projects backed by bonds are things
states would have borrowed money for even if the economy were
thriving, the scope and urgency of the efforts is new.
Some of these plans actually aren’t so miniature. Last year,
Illinois approved $31 billion over six years for capital construction, with bonds that will be paid off through various tax and fee
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increases. Minnesota is looking at a $1 billion bonding bill this
year for projects such as wastewater plants, college buildings and
expansion of passenger rail service. The language of the discussion is similar to the one that took place over the federal economic
stimulus, with lawmakers seeking shovel-ready projects. “We
have for the last few years been pushing, pushing, pushing,” says
Alice Hausman, a Minnesota state representative, “so that when
the bonding bill is approved, those projects get underway.”

Education
States are vying with each other for the role of education-reform
star. It’s the way to win hundreds of millions in federal grants.
The “Race to the Top” education program is a relatively small
part of the stimulus—only $4.35 billion. Nonetheless, for states

it’s huge. It’s also a new discretionary model of federal education spending. Where most education money is doled out state by
state through ﬁxed formulas, Race to the Top will give money to
some states but likely not to all. The feds are pledging to reward
states that show the strongest commitment to overhauling K-12
education.
As a result, legislatures have spent recent months changing
rules to try to position themselves to win the money. Most notably,
they’re removing caps on charter schools and ending bans on the
use of student performance data for teacher evaluations—two key
prerequisites under Race to the Top. California, Massachusetts
and Tennessee will consider education overhauls ahead of the
January 19 deadline for the ﬁrst round of applications.
The charter rules and performance evaluation are just the
basics, though. The U.S. Department of Education’s complex scoring system includes points for everything from ﬂexible teacher
certiﬁcation rules to adoption of common education standards
to implementation of longitudinal data systems. “What states
haven’t done,” says Kate Walsh, president of the National Council
on Teacher Quality, “is make the legislative or regulatory changes
to make their proposals competitive.” Walsh believes most states
haven’t done enough on this broad range of criteria to merit serious consideration from the feds.
The good news for states that lose out is that they will get a

T O

W A T C H

second chance. The ﬁrst group of grants will be awarded in April.
A second and ﬁnal round of applications is due in June. That will
give states a small window of time to strengthen their proposals.

Foreclosures
Many lawmakers believe their state economies won’t improve
until the current epidemic of home foreclosures ends. That’s why
states are trying a new tool: mandatory loan mediation.
Although foreclosures helped start the downturn, they remain
a big problem today. Foreclosure ﬁlings peaked in July, but the
numbers this past fall were still vastly higher than the previous
year. In response, states are buying into a surprisingly simple
premise: If lenders and homeowners would talk together about
the mortgages, many foreclosures could be prevented. Often, distressed homeowners seeking to modify their mortgages struggle
to reach their lenders. Many of those mortgages were securitized,
leaving homeowners unsure who actually holds their loans.
Nevada and Connecticut, among other states, have responded
by making these discussions between parties mandatory. Under
the laws, lenders and the homeowner in default are required to
meet in the presence of court-appointed mediators. The lenders
aren’t required to modify their loans to keep the homeowner out
of foreclosure, but they must negotiate in good faith.
The idea is that, just as homeowners would rather remain in
their homes, lenders want to continue to receive interest payments on their loans. “When a loan can be modiﬁed,” says Barbara
Buckley, the Nevada House speaker who sponsored her state’s
mediation program, “it helps the homeowner, it helps the lender,
and it helps the economy.”
Not everyone approves of this concept. Critics contend mediation unnecessarily delays foreclosures that are inevitable. Or they
argue that the programs haven’t gone far enough in requiring concessions from lenders and mortgage-loan servicers—intermediaries hired by the lender to collect mortgage payments. These
intermediaries often proﬁt from foreclosures. Nonetheless, the
approach is gaining steam. California, Maryland and other states
are seriously considering mandatory mediation.

Driving Safety
Almost overnight, texting while driving has become a major
safety concern—not just for nervous parents but also for uneasy
state legislators. “It really exploded in 2009,” says Jonathan
Adkins, spokesman for the Governors Highway Safety Association. Close to 20 states now forbid drivers to send text messages
while operating a vehicle, and most of those states approved their
laws last year. Many more states will consider the issue this year
and, undoubtedly, many more will approve prohibitions. The U.S.
Congress also is studying the topic.
Focusing on texting while driving allows states to address a
relatively simple piece of the more complicated issue of driver
distraction. Driver distraction is at the heart of laws that a few
states have passed forbidding all cell-phone use by drivers unless
they employ a hands-free device. This year, legislatures in other
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states surely will consider that idea, too.
But hands-free laws are controversial. Research indicates that
hands-free cell-phone calling actually isn’t any safer. The distraction of the conversation, not the removal of the hands from the
wheel, is the key risk factor.
In spite of that debate, texting bans haven’t met much opposition. That’s because texting while driving doesn’t just involve
taking your hands off the wheel but also your eyes off the road.
No one thinks that’s safe.
Still, states do have some tough decisions to make on texting
while driving. Should it be a primary or secondary offense? And if
a law is enacted, will it be enough to change behavior? Adkins suggests that states may need to combine enforcement with robust
public outreach, as they have with the “Click It or Ticket” seatbelt campaign. That may be the only way for the message to be
heard.

Overseas Voting
The management of elections in the United States is unusual compared with most of the world. The federal government doesn’t
oversee elections for federal office. States do. “The one thing that
every state has in common,” says Doug Chapin, director of Election Initiatives at the Pew Center on the States, “is that they do
everything differently.”
Over time, some states have created a combination of complex
requirements and tight deadlines that have made it difficult for
Americans living overseas—whether they’re civilians or members
of the military—to cast ballots. Last year, a Pew report found that
at least one-third of the states don’t give active-duty members of
the military enough time to vote.
That report helped spur Congress to approve the Military and
Overseas Voter Empowerment Act last fall. The act mandated that
states send ballots to voters overseas at least 45 days before federal elections and that voting documents, including voter registration forms and absentee voting applications, be made available
electronically. Plus, it ended requirements that overseas voters
have their ballots notarized.
Some states are already in compliance with these rules, but
many aren’t. They’ll have decisions to make, such as whether
overseas voters will be allowed to submit ballots by fax or e-mail.
And they’ll need to consider protections to ensure that electronic

W A T C H

submission doesn’t compromise the secret ballot or create an invitation for voter fraud.
The biggest effect of the new law is likely to be in the 10
states that hold their primary elections in September—Delaware,
Hawaii, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New Hampshire,
New York, Rhode Island, Vermont and Wisconsin. Given the
time it takes to certify election results and print ballots, these late
primaries likely will make it impossible to abide by the 45-day
rule for the general election. Officials in these states are mulling whether to move their primaries to an earlier date or ask for
exemptions from the feds.

Testimony Rules
A U.S. Supreme Court ruling from last June has prosecutors fretting, defense attorneys celebrating and state legislators mulling
their next move. That’s because in many states, it’s common practice for lab technicians—the people analyzing suspected drugs
or Breathalyzer test results—to submit their evidence without
showing up in court. But the Constitution’s Sixth Amendment
gives defendants a right to confront their accusers. Last year, in
Melendez-Diaz v. Massachusetts, the Supreme Court ruled that
this provision means defendants have a right to call on lab techs
to testify in person.
Prosecutors predict that implementing the decision will be a
mess. They worry that evidence labs will grind to a halt as technicians are tied up in court. Almost immediately after the decision,
defense attorneys started to use it to challenge convictions.
Defenders of the decision, though, note that some states
already give defendants the right to confront lab techs and there
have been no major logistical hassles. That’s because defendants
usually waive the right. “In most cases, the defendant doesn’t
particularly want the technician to testify,” says Richard Friedman, a law professor at the University of Michigan. “They don’t
have anything to gain from it.” For instance, a defendant might
not want a lab tech to be there in person to say, “Yes, that white
powdery substance was cocaine.”
Regardless of which side is right, states have to get in compliance with the ruling. One option is for them to seek out a middle
ground through what’s known as a “notice-and-demand” rule.
Under that arrangement, prosecutors inform the defendant that
they will rely on lab results and then offer the defense the opportunity to demand that the tech testify in person. Virginia’s legislature, for one, rushed into special session after the Melendez-Diaz
ruling to approve a notice-and-demand rule.
Even if states change their rules, that won’t be the end of the
story. Melendez-Diaz was a 5-to-4 decision that didn’t break down
along the court’s normal ideological lines. Justice David Souter
was part of the majority, and now he’s been replaced by Sonia
Sotomayor, who may take a different approach. That’s signiﬁcant
because the court has agreed to hear another case this year that
covers much of the same ground as Melendez-Diaz. States will be
watching to see if the court has a change of heart. G
E-mail jgoodman@governing.com
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Whatever
to Bond Ins
Guaranteeing municipal debt used to be a big business.

I

t’s like a page out of the Brothers Grimm. Once upon
a time—and not so very long ago—there were four
giants. Their names were AMBAC, MBIA, FSA and
FGIC. If those names don’t sound very frightening to
you, it’s probably because these giants were insurance
companies. They collected money from state and local
governments that wanted to issue bonds, in exchange for a promise that the companies would bail out the governments should
they prove unable to pay their IOUs to the investors. Since that
rarely happened, the insurers raked in huge amounts of money
and hardly ever had to give any of it away. It was a great deal for
everyone. The insurance giants grew even fatter and happier, and
the governments, backed by the insurers’ guarantees, were able
to borrow in the ﬁnancial markets at lower rates than would have
been possible any other way.
Then one day the giants got greedy. Or bored. Or thought
they had a better idea. They expanded their business by insuring
a much different ﬁnancial instrument: collateralized securities
tied to subprime mortgages on individual homes. The principle
was essentially the same—the insurance companies got paid
handsomely to guarantee the mortgage debt against that rainy
day when the borrowers couldn’t meet their obligations. But the
insurance giants seemed to forget that, while governments can
raise taxes or scale back programs to stay solvent, homeowners
don’t have that option. They can’t always scrape together money
to pay their bills, especially if they lose their jobs or were unwise
enough to sign a mortgage they couldn’t afford.
This tale has a grim (or perhaps Grimm) ending. Not just for
the bond insurers, who had to leave the business altogether, but
for the municipal market as a whole. Bond insurance played a
key role in making the market work. The insurers themselves had
triple-A credit ratings. When they insured a bond, the govern-

38

ment that issued it got the beneﬁt of those high ratings. That was
true for large states and localities and it was equally true for small
agencies and tiny special districts—the bond insurers leveled the
playing ﬁeld. “As long as everybody had a triple-A rating,” says J.
Ben Watkins, who heads up Florida’s Division of Bond Finance,
“everything traded freely.” But not now. Without insurance, some
issuers who don’t merit triple-A status on their own have to
scramble to borrow money at affordable rates. Some creative but
less costly bonds are no longer available to any issuer, and some
recently created markets have shut down altogether.
Prior to the meltdown, more than half of all municipal bonds
were sold with bond insurance. “With insurance, those bonds had
been relatively easy to sell,” says Eric Johansen, debt manager for
Portland, Oregon. “Now that they don’t have that as an option, it’s
more of a challenge.”
“We’re back to the future,” says Watkins. “We’re doing business like we did 20 years ago, where credit matters and so does
ﬁnancial management.”

O

ne can scarcely overestimate the impact of the
bond insurance meltdown on states and localities. Many of them, having purchased what
they thought was iron-clad insurance protection, went beyond the conventional form of
borrowing by issuing auction-rate or variable-rate debt. These
bonds were keyed to short-term interest rates. The rates were
reset at weekly auctions and were usually well below long-term
rates—that’s what made them so attractive to state and local agencies that issued them. But in early 2008, the auction market collapsed just as investors began to worry about the ﬁnancial health
of the bond insurers who had guaranteed the debt. The collapse
exposed governments to penalty rates of 12 percent or more—a
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r Happened
nsurance?
. Now it’s hardly a business at all.

huge increase in costs at the worst possible time. Aurora, Colorado, faced a jump in interest rates on some of its debt from 3.5
percent all the way to 14 percent.
The collapse also exposed some issuers to demands that they
repay the bonds sooner rather than later. In Texas, for example,
Harris County’s stadium bonds faced balloon payments on $117
million in variable-rate debt. The public authority that issued the
bonds found itself obliged to pay off the debt in ﬁve years instead
of 23 years.
In the period since the collapse, governments that issued variable-rate bonds have been trying to work their way out of the
problem. Many have been able to reﬁnance their debt as longterm ﬁxed-rate bonds. Variable-rate bonds scarcely exist in the
muni bond market any more. “Most issuers who would ordinarily
go to variable-rate are going to ﬁxed-rate now,” Johansen says.
Watkins’ ﬁnance office in Florida handles bond issuance for
the whole state, from large, general obligation bonds to smaller
deals for special districts. The general obligation bonds are still
highly marketable. They have strong credit ratings and simple
structures—long-term, ﬁxed-rate debt based on the full faith and
credit of the state. But riskier public debt is another story.
Recently, for example, Florida International University, a public institution, offered a bond that, instead of the full faith and
credit of the state, had to be covered by student fees. In the old
days, the Bond Finance Division would have bought insurance
for this type of bond and sold it competitively—that is, it would
have let investment banks or other underwriters bid to handle
the issue, and would have awarded the deal to the lowest bidder.
Instead, the Finance Division negotiated with the underwriters,
something it would prefer not to do. It is generally conceded that
negotiated deals, which long carried the stigma of corrupt “pay
to play” politics, are still open to more opportunity for mischief

By Penelope Lemov

than simple competitive bidding is. Nevertheless, as head of the
division, Watkins is resigned to the change. “It’s one of the ways
we have adapted to the new world,” he says.

U

nusual as it may seem, through all this, the
municipal bond market hasn’t lacked for
activity. In fact, this past November, state and
local issuers ﬂoated more than $37 billion in
debt, the third most active November in the
market’s history. The Bond Buyer reports that when the deals are
counted up, 2009 will be a $400 billion year.
The action at the moment, however, isn’t due to the market
solving its long-term problems. Rather, investors, desperately
seeking safety, are choosing muni bonds over other investments,
and that’s keeping interest rates low and making it easier for states
and localities to issue debt. In particular, it helps issuers stuck
with troubled variable-rate bonds to reﬁnance at ﬁxed rates.
But the bond insurance business, crucial to government issuers in the long run, is a shell of its former self. Currently, there are
only two carriers writing policies, and they currently are providing insurance for fewer than 10 percent of the municipal bonds
coming to market, a far cry from the days when half of the bonds
issued were insured. Efforts are being undertaken to revive bond
insurance, including a proposal by the National League of Cities
that would create a publicly owned insurance entity.
“Looking back to the ﬁrst quarter of 2008, when the auctionrate market and insurers went in the tank and everything ground
to a halt, we’re getting better slowly,” Johansen says. “But we’re
not back to markets that are as robust as they were before all this
happened.” G
E-mail plemov@governing.com
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By Tina Trenkner

“Friend”or Foe?
Citizens increasingly go there and to
other social-media platforms such as
MySpace, LinkedIn and Twitter to
connect with old acquaintances, ﬁnd
out what their friends are reading,
and pass time playing popular virtual
games like FarmVille. These are no
longer kids’ toys—the fastest growing demographic of Facebook users
is people age 35 and older.
There’s evidence that Americans
want to use social media to connect with government, too. A
2009 report by the Pew Internet & American Life Project found
that one in ﬁve Internet users searched for political information,
posted their views about issues or engaged in another civic activity on a social network. “I think people realize this is no longer
a fad,” Alan Shark, executive director of the Public Technology
Institute, says of social media. “This is a way of life.”
Last year, Shark’s organization surveyed chief information
officers of local governments about their social-media plans.
Some 72 percent of those who responded said they were currently using Facebook or Twitter in outreach efforts, or planned
to do so. There are other signs that the public sector is getting
on these sites. GovTwit, a commonly used directory of government Twitter accounts, has close to 1,000 of them listed with the
“state-local” tag. And while it’s almost impossible to say exactly
how many state or local government proﬁles exist on Facebook,
a casual look around the site will turn up dozens of pages for
governments or individual agencies.
Yet for every fan page or account created, it seems there’s
another city or state holding back from social media. Many officials are simply worried that Web 2.0 experiments will spiral

As state and local governments
use social media to engage
citizens, there are legal risks
and annoyances to navigate.

J

effrey Horne wasn’t new to social media. He liked
using Facebook and Twitter to keep up with friends
and had dabbled some in blogging. Early last year,
when he was the city administrator of Mitchellville,
Iowa, he got to thinking that Facebook could be a good thing
for civic engagement, too. Horne created a Facebook “fan
page” for Mitchellville. He knew that not everyone in the town
of 2,300 was on Facebook. But he ﬁgured that those who were
might enjoy using the popular Web site to communicate with
their local government.
The experiment started out well. About 30 citizens became
“fans” of Mitchellville, allowing them to see news from the town
alongside the updates of neighbors, colleagues and old classmates
with whom they were Facebook friends. Then trouble started.
One grumbling resident used the page to post complaints. Horne
had a hard time keeping up with who was joining the conversation and moderating the comments. The page became a freefor-all, and more irritation than Horne thought it was worth. He
deleted it altogether. “It just didn’t work well,” Horne says.
While Mitchellville is no longer on Facebook, it’s hard to
ignore the fact that more than 100 million Americans are.
40
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out of control, as Horne’s did. But there also are a lot of legal
risks and management concerns involved. For example, should
government-posted content on a third-party Web site be considered public record? Who owns the content, and does it need to
be archived? If advertisements show up on a government fan
page, does it imply that the state, city or county is endorsing the
advertised product? And how should officials handle rude or
libelous comments?
Social media is new enough that there aren’t yet clear answers
to all of these questions. But some guidelines are beginning to
emerge that may help government officials ﬁgure out how to
interact with their online friends, fans and followers.

O

ne set of guidelines comes from Florida. Last year,
Coral Springs Mayor Scott Brook wanted to create a Facebook proﬁle for his city. Putting up the
proﬁle, Brook knew, would be simple enough. But
publishing information under the city’s banner isn’t. Most such
activity is covered by public records laws. Mayor Brook talked
it over with Samuel Goren, the city attorney. Goren wasn’t sure
how to play it either, so he decided to ask Florida Attorney General Bill McCollum for his opinion about how
local governments should approach Facebook.
McCollum’s response caught the attention
of many local officials across Florida. As long
as the page was created for a municipal purpose
(as validated by the city commission), a Facebook page could stand, he said. But there were
a few rules to go by. For example, city commissioners could not make online comments to
each other on issues that might go before the
board, on the grounds that such communication would violate sunshine laws.
Another issue had to do with friends of the
city’s Facebook proﬁle. Would their online
information be subject to open-records laws?
Probably so, McCollum concluded, at least if
the information had been “made or received
in connection with the transaction of official business by or on
behalf of a public agency such as the city.” To be safe, McCollum advised that Coral Springs place a warning about the public
records law both on its Facebook page and on its city Web site.
One local official in Florida felt the attorney general’s opinion wasn’t cautious enough. Ft. Lauderdale City Attorney Harry
Stewart released his own opinion on the matter a few weeks after
McCollum did. Stewart discouraged Ft. Lauderdale’s mayor, vice
mayor and commissioners from participating on Facebook, citing
the risk of violating public records and sunshine laws. He also
expressed concern about how information on Facebook would
be archived and how long it would stay there. “I’m not telling
them ‘Don’t go on Facebook,’ ” Stewart says. “I’m telling them to
be very, very, very careful.”
For the most part, state and local governments have been
navigating these questions on their own. In Rhode Island, for
example, it’s up to each state agency to determine for itself
whether Facebook, Twitter or any other service is worth using
and whether the terms of service are acceptable. The state of

Utah created its own “acceptable use” provisions for social
media. Similarly, the city of Virginia Beach, Virginia, created
terms of use for engaging with Facebook and Twitter and ran it
by the city attorney. Employees who post items on these sites on
behalf of the city also make sure to remind followers of the city’s
usage rules by regularly reposting them.

D

oug Robinson, executive director of the National Association of State Chief Information Officers (NASCIO),
says several states have approached him with questions about these issues. One of the things NASCIO is
doing to help states navigate the risks is to convene an ad hoc group
of lawyers, deputy state CIOs, and technology and policy professionals. The group is trying to put together some formal guidelines
for states on issues regarding governing laws, liability and endorsements. (For more about emerging guidelines on the use of social
media by government employees, turn to page 46.)
A complicating factor is that sites such as Facebook and Twitter have terms of service of their own. When users sign up, they
agree to abide by those rules. As state and local governments
write their own terms of use for social media, there’s a question
as to whose rules prevail: those of the government or those of the site? If it were the sites’
terms, that would mean almost all disputes
over social media would be heard in California,
where most of them are based.
Last year, the federal government reached
agreement with Facebook, YouTube, Flickr,
Vimeo and blip.tv, essentially resolving federal
agencies’ concerns about liability, endorsements, freedom of information and governing laws. (The feds did not need to pursue an
agreement with Twitter because its rules were
deemed compatible with federal use.) NASCIO hopes its proceedings will produce similar agreements between social-media sites and
the states.
Whatever comes of these efforts, governments will always face some element of risk when using
social media. Nobody has control over what their Facebook
friends do—that’s the fun and the ﬂaw of Web 2.0 for governments. Then again, when citizens go to the microphone
at a council meeting, nobody has control over them, either.
Social media will continue to evolve and mature. And as it
becomes more intertwined in Americans’ lives, it will become
more intertwined in how they engage with their state and
local governments.
That’s still what Jeffrey Horne believes. Horne has moved
on to a new position as city administrator of Clinton, Iowa. And
while the memory of his Facebook ﬂop in Mitchellville remains
fresh in his mind, he’s intent on ﬁguring out a way to use social
media to engage citizens. He thinks Twitter could be useful for
broadcasting alerts to citizens when there’s, say, sewer work they
should know about. Horne says, “I don’t think there will be much
of an issue with this.” G

For every
Facebook
fan page or
Twitter account
created, it
seems there’s
another city or
state holding
back from
social media.
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Problem Solver
Real-World Solutions and Ideas for Government Managers

Managing the Meltdown
Local governments are building ad-hoc networks to ﬁght foreclosures.

s a young paramedic in Sarasota
County, Florida, Bob Stuckey
learned to respond to emergencies using a protocol known as
the Incident Command System. Originally
developed to allow ﬁreﬁghters from multiple jurisdictions to work together, ICS
provides a standardized command structure that allows ﬁrst responders to plug
right into any emergency situation and
know whom to take orders from. ICS is
easy to understand and highly adaptable.
Whether he was called to an auto accident
or a regional wildﬁre, Stuckey says, ICS
provided “a common language and a common structure—one that could expand or
contract quickly.”
These days, Stuckey has more of an
office job as the county’s director of communications. But he’s never lost his enthusiasm for the Incident Command System.

A
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When the home foreclosure problem hit
Sarasota County two years ago, Stuckey
saw something familiar—a disaster much
like a hurricane, complete with displaced
people and abandoned properties. So
when Stuckey was directed to help organize a countywide response, he did what
emergency managers do: He organized
personnel from different departments into
a single command using the ICS system.
Launched just a year ago, the effort now
has grown into a comprehensive communications network that has peppered
buses, bus stops and the airwaves with
an ad campaign to inform homeowners
about their options for avoiding foreclosure, as well as coordinating the activities
of some two dozen local nonproﬁts.
“The beauty of ICS,” Stuckey says, “is
that once you get enough people involved,
you can do major work” without investing

major time or funds.
Stuckey’s core group of eight planners
meets every week to monitor outreach
activities. When a larger push is needed—
to organize a community forum or publicize a new Web video—his command
typically swells to two dozen public officials. Even with these modest inputs, the
effort has managed to connect thousands
of county residents with information and
expert counsel to help them avoid, or at
least navigate, the foreclosure process.
Sarasota
County’s
Foreclosure
Resource Assistance Network is one of
many strategies states and local governments are using to mitigate the foreclosure crisis. A dozen states have passed
laws requiring lenders to meet personally
with homeowners before initiating foreclosure proceedings. (For more on that
strategy, turn to page 35.) At the local
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By John Buntin
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level, the concern has been more about
managing the fallout. Cities and counties
are concerned about the impact of the
growing number of abandoned properties. And they’re concerned about helping homeowners and renters to understand their options. In effect, cities and
counties are scrambling to build ad-hoc
social-safety nets.
t’s been four years since the foreclosure
wave crashed over the housing sector,
submerging real estate values nationwide. Few experts expect to see much
relief anytime soon. In November, the
Mortgage Bankers Association reported
that one in seven home loans were either
in foreclosure or at least one payment past
due—the highest rate of foreclosure and
delinquency recorded in the 37-year history of the survey. What’s more, the association predicted that the situation will
get worse before it improves. Hard-hit
states such as California, Florida, Michigan and Nevada are bracing for the possibility of another round of foreclosures
when adjustable-rate mortgages signed
in 2005 reset this year.
Even states that have fared relatively
well are experiencing localized pain. Tennessee, for example, largely missed the
housing bubble of the previous decade,
but is nevertheless seeing a lot of foreclosures now in and around Memphis. From
2000 to 2008, the number of foreclosures
in the Memphis metro area surged from
4,609 to 12,926. Last year, according to
the Shelby County assessor’s office, there
actually were more foreclosures and
forced sales in the Memphis area than
there were regular home sales.
The consequences of such widespread
foreclosures can be calamitous. “When
you see properties being foreclosed, and
they become long-term vacancies, they
can be subject to vandalism and pilfering,”
says Shelby County Sheriff Mark Luttrell.
“It deﬁnitely has ﬂipped neighborhoods
from being stable to unstable.”
Luttrell, a former federal prison warden elected sheriff in 2002, already had

I

his hands full trying to improve conditions at the notorious 2,800-bed Shelby
County jail. But he quickly found that he
couldn’t ignore the effects of the growing
foreclosure crisis in the communities he
serves. While it was clear that foreclosure
had become a public safety issue, however,
it wasn’t clear to Luttrell what he could do
about it.
There were two problems in particular that Luttrell found vexing. The ﬁrst
was the issue of renters. Many tenants
were paying their rents and respecting
their leases but being booted out of their
homes because their landlords were facing foreclosure. The other problem was
serving eviction notices, a duty that Tennessee law leaves to either the sheriff ’s
department or private operators known as
“process servers.” In theory, private processors are barred from impersonating
sheriff ’s deputies. However, in practice,
says Luttrell, some “take it right up to the
limit.”
Last spring, Luttrell met Webb Brewer,
the head of Memphis Area Legal Services.
In short order, the two agreed that they
could work together on these problems.
Luttrell agreed to have his deputies hand
out literature alerting residents to their
rights under a new federal law called
the “Helping Families Save Their Homes
Act.” The law protects renters by requiring at least 90 days’ notice before a tenant in good standing can be evicted due
to foreclosure. Luttrell also agreed that
his department would handle calls from
people with complaints and that those
calls would be forwarded to Brewer’s legal
services team when appropriate.
“It’s been low-budget,” admits Luttrell,
noting that most of the outreach has come
through officers visiting libraries and
community centers. Luttrell and Brewer
also have held joint appearances on TV
and done radio public announcements
together. Their work hasn’t reduced the
rate of foreclosure—that’s beyond the
power of most local governments to do.
Instead, they’ve focused on making the
foreclosure process more equitable.

T

hat’s a big goal of the foreclosure
program Bob Stuckey works on
in Florida, too. Sarasota County’s
efforts began with a push from
Lee Haworth, the chief judge of Florida’s
12th judicial circuit, which includes Sarasota County. As foreclosure cases began
to clog the docket in Haworth’s court,
he began ordering that lenders talk with
homeowners about alternatives to foreclosure. Later, he required that attorneys
for lenders actually show up in court for
foreclosure proceedings. The goal “is to
make the system balanced,” Haworth
says. “I don’t want it to favor one side or
the other. It needs to be fair for both servers and owners.”

“

Over the past year,
there were more foreclosures and forced
sales in the Memphis
area than there were
regular home sales.
Judge Haworth’s initiatives attracted
the attention of Sarasota County officials,
who asked if they could help. That led
to Stuckey’s ICS working group. It also
resulted in Haworth serving as the public
face of the resource network. Haworth is
particularly pleased by the way the county
now helps people in distress locate legal
advice and counsel. “The lawyers who are
representing homeowners are becoming
more and more successful in ﬁnding alternatives” to foreclosure, Haworth says.
Still, he says there’s a long way to go.
Ultimately, he thinks the law must be
changed to allow judges to modify the
terms of mortgages themselves. “I have
to be completely honest,” he continues.
“I don’t think we are achieving anywhere
near the results I would like to see.” G
E-mail jbuntin@governing.com
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| SMART MANAGEMENT
By Katherine Barrett and Richard Greene

The Waiting Game
ISTOCKPHOTO.COM

Waiting lists give you solid information about program demand. Or do they?

his December, Arizona’s childcare system hit a grim milestone:
The 10,000th child was turned
away from a program that provides assistance to working parents. “The
children,” the Arizona Republic reported,
“have been placed on a waiting list.”
Join the crowd. As state, county and
local revenues shrink and the need for
services grows, the words “waiting list”
are showing up in news reports everywhere. But what do the numbers on a
waiting list mean? It turns out that they
can mean all kinds of different things, and
the assumption that waiting lists in any
two government entities are comparable
is a dangerous one. In fact, the ﬁgures are
often deeply ﬂawed and could be used
quite easily to mislead the public, policy
makers and advocacy groups.
In an ideal world, waiting lists wouldn’t
be used to measure the gap between the
number of people served and the number
who want to be served. Instead, they’d be
used simply as a kind of queue control, to
keep the ﬂow of people into a program a
steady one. As Chris Brasted, a health care
analyst, explains it, there could be weeks
when 100 people show up for a program
and others when only 30 people do so.
“By monitoring demand,” he says, “you

T

44

can maintain the wait the way you want
it to be.”
But it’s not an ideal world, and there
are a number of ways to manipulate the
lists. For example, the number of people
on a list may simply depend on the extent
to which a government publicizes the existence of the program. That is, a program
can keep its waiting list numbers low by
making sure that many people don’t even
know a service is available. “The waiting
list,” says Jay Fountain, a consultant to
the Governmental Accounting Standards
Board, “is just a formal manifestation of
demand. It is not the true demand.”
There’s a “nature abhors a vacuum”
phenomenon, too. People may choose not
to ask for a service they know is unavailable immediately. But what happens when
the waiting list is cleared? “People come
out of the woodwork,” says Vernon Smith,
a principal with a health consulting ﬁrm.
“They apply for the service they thought
was unavailable.” And when they do, suddenly, there’s a brand-new waiting list.
As to whether waiting lists can be used
as a factor to inform policy, the answer is
ambiguous at best. Waiting lists tend to
be made up of an aggregation of numbers
and that can prevent users of the information from seeing where the challenges

really are. People in urban and rural areas,
for example, may be combined to create
one waiting list for a particular service.
But if costs are higher in the urban areas,
the lists may be disproportionately longer
there. Lumping the two together means
program officials are less likely to see
that, if they shifted resources, they could
reduce the total number of people on the
waiting list.
Questions about level of need are
also frequently unanswered. Often, the
list-makers don’t know why people are
on the list. A waiting list of people with
developmental disabilities, for instance,
could contain names of those who just
need an additional $100 per month to help
them get by, as well as people with more
signiﬁcant problems. But there may be no
distinction between levels of need. “That
devalues the importance and accuracy of
the waiting list,” says Barb Hinton, legislative auditor in Kansas.
Then, of course, there are folks who are
on waiting lists who aren’t really waiting.
We have a relative who knew she’d eventually need a nursing home. The home
she wanted had an 18-month waiting list.
So she signed up and, for years, declined
spaces when they were offered—until she
hurt herself in a bad fall that made nursing
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| IDEA CENTER
By Elizabeth Daigneau and Tina Trenkner

E-mail greenebarrett@gmail.com

A Mufﬂe for Jet Noise
Anyone who lives near an airport may get used to the roar of planes taking off
and landing, but that doesn’t necessarily mean they appreciate it. Long Beach
Airport in California, which limits its number of daily commercial flights in order to
cut down on noise, is about to try something else to give neighboring homeowners a little more peace and quiet. Along with several airports around the country,
the one in Long Beach is partnering with the design firm C&S to implement a
QuieterHome program, which aims at minimizing noise by retrofitting houses with
sound-reducing windows, doors and insulation. Some 27 eligible homeowners
in Long Beach can submit an application for these improvements, paid for by
the Federal Aviation Administration as well as by passenger facility charges and
airport revenue. The first 10 homes have had an initial assessment, and improvements on those homes are scheduled for completion by May 2010. Airport officials hope the work on all of the homes will be completed in 2011.
ISTOCKPHOTO.COM

home care imperative. She accepted the
opening the next time she was called. She
had played the game well, but it meant
that for many years there was someone on
the nursing home’s list who wasn’t ready
to accept the service.
Similarly, in Florida, OPPAGA, the
legislature’s program-evaluation office,
looked at people who were offered special
Medicaid services for the developmentally disabled. Those who were eligible
and interested in the Medicaid-waiver
program were put on a waiting list. When
slots became available, 28 percent of those
on the list did not enroll. According to the
OPPAGA report, many of these individuals had been able to ﬁnd related services
through other state- or locally-funded
sources. “Information on individuals on
the waiting list,” OPPAGA’s report noted,
“is often out of date and inaccurately
reﬂects their current or potential service
needs.”
And here’s a dark lining around that
cloud: The citizens who made it into the
Medicaid-waiver program had been on
the waiting list the longest but were not
always those who needed the service the
most. “They knew very little about those
people,” says OPPAGA auditor Claire
Mazur. “They had very little contact with
them after that waiting-list placement.”
Since then, the state has taken measures
to alleviate that problem. New legislation
requires that people who are on the waiting list be divided into seven distinct categories that relate to their degree of need.
Right now, the debate is over how best to
divide people up into those seven groups.
Finally, of course, the actual number of
people who are on a waiting list doesn’t
necessarily shed much light on how long
it will take any one of them to actually get
the service they want. There are simply
too many variables. A Pennsylvania state
Web site offers a “frequently asked question” about its insurance program for
adults: “How long will I be on the waiting list?” The honest but not particularly
helpful response: “Unfortunately, there is
not a simple answer to your question.” G

Bidding for Biomass
North Carolina recently launched a Craigslist-like exchange for biomass materials. Need drums of cooking oil for biofuel? Trying to find industrial-size mounds
of manure for your landscaping business? If so, the NC Biomass Trader Web
site might be useful to you. It is designed to help individuals, organizations and
businesses to either trade biomass commodities to those who can use them or
find sources that offer these commodities, including vegetable oil, restaurant
grease, food scraps, wood chips and other organic materials. Without a home,
these materials usually end up buried in landfills or floating through sewers.
The state’s Department of Environment and Natural Resources hopes the exchange
will not only create new biomass markets in North Carolina but also increase
job creation in the biomass industry. Delaware, Florida, New York State and Pennsylvania all belong to a similar Web-based service that provides a place for buyers and sellers (as well as givers and takFind more ideas for
ers) to locate biomass and biomass-derived
creative programs at
products.
governing.com/ideas
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| TECH TALK
By Steve Towns

Tweeting for the Public Good
Utah allows employees to use social media on the job, but lays down the rules.
tate and local agencies may be
embracing Web 2.0 to interact
with citizens and constituents,
but they’re struggling with
social-network use among their own
employees. In too many instances, the ﬁrst
inclination of public-agency managers
still is to restrict access to popular socialnetworking sites such as Facebook and
YouTube for rank-and-ﬁle employees.
That is ironic when you consider some
of the terriﬁc uses that state and local
governments have found for these tools.
Motor vehicle departments post driving
instruction videos on YouTube, a practice
that’s proven hugely popular with young
drivers. Transportation and public safety
agencies use the Twitter micro-blogging
service to broadcast real-time updates
on emergency situations and road conditions. (For more on how governments are
using social networking to engage with
citizens, turn to page 40.)
As productive ways of using these tools
keep emerging, you have to wonder what
potential uses governments are missing
out on. Could social networking promote
regional collaboration between workers
performing similar tasks in neighboring
cities? Could it reinvent relationships
between social services caseworkers and
beneﬁts recipients? It’s hard to say unless
public-sector workforces are given some
freedom to experiment.

S

Sure, social networks pose legitimate
security and privacy concerns for public
agencies. They also blur the line between
working and simply gooﬁng off. And if
government agencies have been restrictive about employees using these sites at
work, they’re not alone. A survey released
earlier this year by Robert Half Technology found that more than 50 percent of
private businesses contacted completely
prohibit social networking during work
hours.
Luckily, the landscape is beginning
to change. And as with many things in
technology, the state of Utah is leading
the way. In September, the state’s Department of Technology Services released
guidelines that give thoughtful advice to
state employees who participate in social
networks. The guidelines offer tips for
creating interesting and valuable content.
They also warn employees to be honest
and respectful in their online postings,
urge them to think before replying to comments, and remind them to follow state
privacy laws. “We want to make sure that
when our agencies use social media, they
do it responsibly,” says Utah Chief Technology Officer Dave Fletcher. It’s important to “recognize the difference between
social media as a private individual and
social media as a public or government
representative—that’s not clear to some
people.”

Fletcher, himself a proliﬁc blogger and
microblogger, says guidelines are vital as
governments increase their use of Web
2.0 networks. Utah’s Web portal includes
more than 30 blogs from public entities
and more than 200 Twitter feeds from
state and local agencies within the state.
“More and more, our agencies are using
social media,” Fletcher says, “and there
are increasing expectations from citizens
that agencies will interact with them
when they have issues and questions.”
To create its guidelines, Utah borrowed ideas from businesses and the
few available government social media
policies. The document also includes the
state’s own hard-won experience, Fletcher
adds. “I started blogging in 2002, so I’ve
observed the evolution of social media.
And I’ve watched as people have gotten
ﬁred from their jobs for using social media
incorrectly.”
What Utah’s guidelines acknowledge
is that the use of social media at work
isn’t strictly a technology issue. It’s also a
management issue. The guidelines don’t
say which employees belong on social networks and which ones don’t—that determination is up to individual agencies. But
the guidelines do make the issue easier for
agencies to address. And that’s a step in
the right direction. G
E-mail stowns@govtech.com
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The Challenges and Beneﬁts of IT
Consolidation for Government
Technology facilitates nearly every citizen interaction with
government today. From allowing employers to ﬁle unemployment tax data over the Internet to licensing every motor vehicle
driver to enabling school children to check out library books,
technology provides the underpinnings of many essential government services.
Now many governments are transforming the way they manage technology by consolidating their information technology
(IT) operations. It used to be that every individual agency had
full-service in-house IT staff to decide what hardware, software, networking infrastructure, email and telephone systems
they would buy and deploy. Now some states, cities and counties are combining those various systems and services under
one umbrella operation. Once technology decision-making and
purchasing are centralized, agencies are able to share services—such as email, help desk, data centers, networking and
security—eliminating redundancies and streamlining functions.
While these changes have been talked about for some time by
government CIOs (chief information ofﬁcers), it usually takes
direct action by political leaders—governors or legislators—to
launch consolidation enterprise-wide. Not surprisingly, the
current ﬁscal crisis and the need to reduce the cost of government is encouraging elected leaders in a steadily growing list
of states and localities to advocate consolidation.
Pressed to cut costs, they see consolidation as making government more efﬁcient. They contend that it is cost effective to
concentrate buying power, consolidate contracts and simplify
technology across the enterprise. And the results from states
well along in this process support that argument. Well-managed consolidation can produce signiﬁcant savings both by
eliminating duplicative activities and by increasing purchasing
power through aggregating demand.
There’s another point that savvy political leaders understand.
In order to achieve their policy and program goals, they must
be able to align government’s technological infrastructure with
Join Governing Publisher Fred Kuhn, California CIO Teri
Takai and Indiana CIO Gerry Weaver for an informative
webinar on January 21 in which they will explore the
topic of IT Consolidation in a live conversation.
To register to participate in this free online discussion,
go to http://www.governing.com/webinars

agency efforts across government. That’s much easier to do if
technology is managed as an enterprise service, rather than a
department-by-department utility.
In 2009, GOVERNING hosted a series of forums exploring the
challenges of IT consolidation for government. Sponsored by
Quest Software, which provides smart systems management
solutions, the sessions took place in Boston, Chicago, Pasadena and Tallahassee.
Each included a presentation by a state leader experienced in
leading and managing consolidation followed by discussion
among the participating attendees, who included representatives of state and local agencies, the three branches of state
and local government, and other city and county ofﬁcials. The
speakers agreed: consolidation is not easy, but once underway, it does enable government to efﬁciently provide a higher
level of service to agencies, leaders and
citizens alike.

The Challenge of Culture Change
Consolidating IT across government agencies brings wideranging change. Ofﬁce locations, reporting relationships, priority-setting and budgeting processes change. Not surprisingly,
the most difﬁcult challenge leaders of such initiatives face is
resistance from colleagues and employees—individuals skeptical of these changes and fearful of how they will be impacted.
Some staff will leave government as a result; others will buy in
to the enterprise-wide vision of better service. Buy-in requires
a willingness to rethink technology’s role, recognizing it as an
essential part of government’s infrastructure that needs to be
managed as an enterprise-wise function and to adjust one’s
own expectations accordingly.
“This is not just about technology. I think in many ways technology is the easiest part,” said Dan Lohrmann, the chief technology ofﬁcer (CTO) of the state of Michigan, who has been
one of the leaders of that state’s IT consolidation effort. “This is
about people, processes and technology. And cultural change
is the hardest part.”
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In one way or another, each speaker agreed with Lohrmann’s
analysis. But they also made clear that culture change—once
underway—can drive successful consolidation.
At the top of the list of success factors is the need for a
strong political champion leading—or at least standing solidly behind—consolidation. Leadership from the top blunts
resistance and sharpens the imperative of cooperation. Once
staff and agency heads understand that political and policy
weight—as well as practical considerations—are driving this
initiative, it quickly becomes more than the management fad of
the month.
As Maine CIO Richard B. Thompson told the Boston group,
Maine’s IT transformation began with a simple expectation
from the top. “The governor wanted to have someone manage
IT going forward. He wanted a go-to
person in IT,” Thompson said. “And
he wanted it to be the CIO.”
In Indiana, when State CIO Gerry
Weaver and his team went agencyby-agency to pick people to join the
centralized IT staff, many agency
CIOs didn’t favor consolidation
because they would lose direct
Richard B. Thompson
oversight of IT workers. But they
Maine CIO
understood that the consolidation
effort had full support of the state’s governor, “giving us almost
dictatorial powers,” Weaver said in addressing the Tallahassee
session. So they cooperated.

Building Trust
Having strong political support is important, but enlisting
the cooperation of agency directors is a matter of building
trust, said California CIO Teri Takai, who heads the leadership team for that state’s IT consolidation program. Speaking
in Pasadena, Takai, who formerly served as CIO in Michigan,
described her strategy: allowing agency heads to develop
their priority list of IT projects for her approval, delivering good
IT customer service to the agencies, and being responsive to
agency concerns.
“You need to say to the agency director, ‘If this doesn’t work, I
will ﬁx it,’” Takai said. “You can’t do it purely on the basis of, ‘I
said it was going to be this way.’ You’re working with them to
the point that they need to trust you.”

In Indiana, Weaver and his team were very speciﬁc in setting expectations and deadlines, outlining what services and
service levels needed to be provided to the agencies, setting
out a timeline of 14-18 months for
implementation, and holding one-onone monthly meetings with agency
heads to discuss problems and
progress.
During consolidation, some will
question who should control the
purse strings and approve technology projects and spending—individTeri Takai
ual departments or the centralized IT
California CIO
ofﬁce? In almost every consolidation
effort, ultimate control of priorities and spending moves to the
central CIO’s ofﬁce. In fact, said Takai, “If you don’t have control of the money, you won’t get people to move and think seriously about shared services and a consolidation agenda.”
On the other side of priority-setting, Indiana’s Weaver found
that assigning a cost to certain services provided by the central IT organization encouraged agencies to be realistic in how
they assigned priorities. Preparing a disaster recovery plan for
the state, he said, “the ﬁrst thing we did was ask the agencies
to prioritize which of their systems was critical… they said 95
percent of their systems were critical.”
Weaver’s agency then determined the considerably higher cost
of recovering a critical system within six hours and the lower
cost of recovering a non-critical system within a week. When
the agencies were informed of the respective costs they would
be charged for recovery services, they rapidly pared down their
“critical” list. “Once we put a dollar value on it, that changed
the equation,” Weaver said.

Professionalism and Communication
As he introduced Weaver in Tallahassee, Florida CIO Dave
Taylor expressed his belief that consolidation would offer technology experts the opportunity to become more professional
in their approach to their work—and more effective in
the process.
“My experience in this profession has pretty much been that
it’s almost a craft approach to providing IT. Applications are
built one at a time based on the needs of customers,” Taylor
said. “We’re at a point in our professional development where
we need to professionalize our careers.”
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Underscoring that point, Maine CIO Dick Thompson described
how once-centralized, his staff gained the conﬁdence to say
to agency clients, “Tell us what you want to have done, not
how to do it.” Implicit in that statement is also one of the lessemphasized aspects of IT consolidation: it enables each side
of the IT-business partnership to focus on its core mission:
client agencies decide what they need to do to fulﬁll their mission—and IT professionals ﬁgure out how best to enable the
client to accomplish that.
Michigan’s Dan Lohrmann, speaking in Chicago, described
how, consolidation enabled Michigan to group its IT professionals into “centers of excellence” in which they learn from
each other and further develop their skills. “That was one
of the ways we raised the bar,”
Lohrmann said. “Consolidation
opens the door to create centers of
excellence, efﬁciencies and better
government.”
Every speaker emphasized the
importance of a steady stream of
two-way communication to reduce
resistance. It’s critical to share the
Dan Lohrmann
goals, the process, the impacts
Michigan CTO
and the results with staff as often
as possible. In California, Takai and her staff are holding town
meetings, publishing a newsletter and creating an intranet “so
people can get a sense of being part of an IT community.” In
Maine and Indiana, regular meetings with the client agencies
are a key element of continuing to build the relationship of
understanding and trust.

The Beneﬁts: Savings and Service
Some states are far enough along in the process of consolidation to realize measurable beneﬁts from the effort, particularly
in the area of cost savings and more robust and higher quality
services across government agencies. A large portion of realized cost savings are the result of eliminating redundancies.
Dan Lohrmann said that Michigan’s IT spending has been
reduced by $100 million due to consolidation and sharing
of services. The state closed 35 data centers, migrating to
three more efﬁcient centers and cutting the number of servers
needed by nearly 1,000. State agencies used to depend on
as many as 70 different email systems; now they all use
one of two.

Indiana, meanwhile, consolidated ﬁve data centers into one,
reduced 107 agency servers to 16 and adopted one email
system, saving at least $15 million, Weaver said. Consolidation plus virtualization has reduced the number of servers from
3,000 to 2,000.
Government can also save money by standardizing hardware
and software purchasing, consolidating numerous vendor contracts and leveraging bulk discounts to beneﬁt the entire state
government. Indiana originally had ﬁve different PC vendors.
By consolidating just those contracts, the state saved $16
million in the past two years. In total, the state has saved $30
million by consolidating IT contracts.
Essential to measuring cost savings, is knowing the base, the
pre-consolidation spending level. Determining what government spends on IT before consolidation can be a time-consuming and never-completely-accurate endeavor, but it is
nonetheless important in communicating with elected leaders,
emphasized Maine’s Thompson. “If you don’t have a good
understanding of what it costs to manage IT,” he said, “when
you appear [before the legislature] with a consolidated budget,
they are going to look at you with surprise like ‘Just what did
you think you were doing’?” He advises that CIOs work with
agency heads to develop a realistic estimate of government
spending on IT before consolidation gets started.

Better Service
Cost savings are very important in proving the value of consolidation to elected leaders, but to prove its value to agencies
and departments, “it’s all about service,” said one consolidation veteran. To improve service, it is necessary to deﬁne it,
measure it and train staff to deliver
it, moving immediately to address
problems when they arise.
One effective way to respond to the
tug-of-war over resources which can
result during consolidation is for the
IT ofﬁce and the customer agency
to develop an agreement describing the service which the central IT
Gerry Weaver
operation will provide. These resemIndiana CIO
ble the service level agreements that
government negotiates with private sector companies. And
they should, says Indiana’s Weaver, “We provide all the infrastructure services, similar to what you would outsource to IBM
or EDS—all desktop support, server support, database administration, email, data center, backup and networking.”
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Yesterday

Today

Tomorrow
Shared Services

Cross-boundary

Every speaker talked about expanding services to state agencies as a result of consolidation. Sometimes it was a matter of
equalizing access across large and small agencies alike. Maine
was able to make portable computing services available to
more state employees. Others provide new services. After its
data centers were consolidated, Indiana was able to provide
disaster recovery capability—which it hadn’t had before.

Collaboration
Consolidation

Agency

Enterprise

Partnerships

Essential to service level agreements are agreed-upon measures and levels of service. It usually falls to the central IT ofﬁce
to develop those measures and ensure that they are used to
generate metrics, reports and discussion.
Indiana developed measurements of multiple indicators of
responsiveness and service, from how many calls come to the
help desk and how quickly they get answered, to how long it
takes to get problems solved and how much time servers and
networks are up and running and available. Weaver’s operation
produces regular reports and scorecards to demonstrate the
results of consolidation—and better service—to the agencies.
When problems arise, as they inevitably do, it’s imperative that
communication between the central IT operation and the customer agency be open, candid, and consistent. Most service
level agreements within government do not contain ﬁnancial
penalties—so the most effective response is to solve the problem, emphasized Michigan’s Lohrmann. “We sit down and
work through the situation with them on how we can remedy
the problem.”
Those problem-solving discussions don’t just naturally produce
the desired results; IT staff needs to be well-trained to provide
good service. To raise the bar on customer service in Indiana,
Weaver led Indiana’s staff members through customer satisfaction training speciﬁcally designed to enable them to turn a
negative into a positive, to solve problems and create satisﬁed
customers

One major service that is stronger when provided enterprisewide is security, in no small part because security that scans
an entire enterprise can more quickly spot threats, assess
needs and tailor an appropriate response. Michigan’s consolidated security thwarted an attack on state computers that
likely would have gone unchecked by the previous fragmented
structure. Fifty-ﬁve thousand state employees received fake
emails with a link to an “E-card from your daughter.”
“More than 200 state employees took the bait and clicked
the link,” Lohrmann said. Simultaneously, the IT security staff
noticed that a high number of state computers were connecting to China, the Philippines, and South America—unusual
locations for state employees to browse. The security staff
blocked the connections and prevented employees from inadvertently downloading malware that would have allowed hackers to gain control over the state’s computer network.
The ultimate benchmark for success of IT consolidation in
government will be whether it enables government to provide
a more reliable and sustainable infrastructure of citizen service.
“By coming together and developing a more uniform state
approach,” said Takai, “our hope is that it will make it easier for
you to do business with us.”

Quest Software provides smart systems
management solutions to help organizations
solve everyday IT challenges faster and easier.
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Problem Solver

| PUBLIC MONEY
By John E. Petersen

Deeper and Deeper in Debt
State borrowing takes on so many forms that it’s hard to ﬁgure out what the total is.

I

take several forms, some of which are
pretty straightforward (bonds and notes)
and others that are less visible to the public (pension and post-retirement health
care liabilities). To this mix could be
added more esoteric forms of non-ﬁnancial debt, such as deferred replacement
and maintenance of infrastructure. Taken
together, these ﬁnancial and physical liabilities represent claims on the future that
must be met if levels of service are to continue. But, depending on the strength of
contracts and the supply of political will,
that may or may not happen.
Rather surprisingly, not much analysis
has been done of the aggregated “indebtedness” of the states. A recent study by
Loop Research, the “2009 Pension Funding Review,” attempted to go at least part
way. To estimate what it called the “economic debt” of the states, it added up state
debt outstanding and unfunded state pension fund liabilities and subtracted general
fund balances.
To get a more complete picture, one
can patch together some rough and ready
facts. Counting just bonds and notes, state
government debt outstanding comes to
about $1 trillion. Pension obligations of
the states are offset by the accumulated
assets of their pension systems, which
will help meet future claims. Unfortunately for those who like precise numbers,
the “true” value of these assets is hard to
determine. There is no generally accepted
deﬁnition of how to value them; states
are free to employ their own systems.
What this means is that they are permitted to even out the value of their pension investment portfolios over
the investment cycles as
opposed to having to
“mark to market” on
current values. Moreover, any shortfalls in
value in a given year can

be amortized by increasing the required
contributions for years to come. That said,
unfunded pension debt is around $800
billion.
Last is the “newfound” liability of
post-retirement health beneﬁts promised
to state employees. These are payments
that, along with all health costs, have
exploded in recent years. This is no small

“

Surprisingly, not
much analysis has been
done on the question of
the aggregated “indebtedness” of the states.
matter. These costs, now equal to about 2
percent of payroll costs, are projected to
rise to about 5 percent of them in the next
20 years. Today, these unfunded liabilities
represent another $400 billion in debt.
So, the full compass of the ﬁnancial
obligations that represent state “debt” is
likely around $2.4 trillion, or almost twoand-a-half times the amount reported as
state bonded debt. By comparison, publicly-held U.S. federal debt now is about $6
trillion. The unfunded pension numbers
are likely to get worse for the states since
it will take their pension funds a few years
to fully record the impact of the present
ﬁnancial recession.
By negligence (or design), much of
the information regarding a hefty part of
our economy is hard to ﬁnd and difficult
to analyze. The full extent of state ﬁnancial obligations remains a mystery—even
though the provision of public services
and state and local ﬁscal conditions should
be a national, not a parochial, concern. G

ISTOCKPHOTO.COM

t is not news that states are in increasingly desperate ﬁscal shape. As a recent
report by the Pew Center on the States
documented, California is only the largest and most prominent example of a state
facing ﬁscal crisis. The report, “Beyond
California: States in Fiscal Peril,” found
nine others where ﬁnances are currently
hanging in a precarious balance. A “failed
state” could mean deep cutbacks in services coupled with punishing levels of
charges and taxes for those services that
survive.
One of the options for forestalling this
result is to mimic what the federal government is doing. That is, borrow with
abandon. But states generally are prohibited from intentionally borrowing to cover
operating deﬁcits—although it happens—
and they can’t print money. With a few
signiﬁcant caveats (states can issue scrip
to pay bills, as California did recently),
they are required to troop down to the
private capital markets to raise funds.
The amount of state debt outstanding
was not a factor Pew used in tallying its
dismal list. That got me thinking about
how one should deﬁne state debt. It can

E-mail jep@gmu.edu
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Player

Bernard Melekian
Position: Director, U.S. Ofﬁce of CommunityOriented Policing Services
Previous job: Chief of Police,

Pasadena, California, 1996-2009
Age: 60

52

DAVID KIDD

I

f all you knew about Bernard Melekian
was that he had spent 13 years running
the police force in Pasadena, California, you
might wonder why the U.S. Justice Department was bringing him in to head its Office of
Community Oriented Policing Services. To many
outsiders, Pasadena means roses, mansions and
wealth, not crime. The wealth is real, but when
Melekian took over in Pasadena in 1996, the city was
struggling with serious law enforcement problems, including gang violence that had resulted in a triple homicide one
Halloween and strained relations between the police and
Pasadena’s African-American community.
Melekian responded with a program,
called “No More Dead Children,” that
managed to zero out youth homicides
for nearly three years. Then he pushed
forward with an effort to change the
day-to-day behavior of his 200 officers.
Melekian made it clear that civility on
the part of the police was as important
as the policies set forth in the department manual. He got impressive buyin from his force. In the process, the
low-key Pasadena chief became one
of the most respected figures in the
world of community policing, albeit
one whose distinctive approach to
policing was not widely known.
That low profile is about to
disappear. In October, Attorney
General Eric Holder tapped
Melekian to head the federal community policing program, better
known as COPS. Melekian’s
assignment is to breathe
new life into an office that
has languished for most of
the past decade.
Police departments
across the country are
about to hear a lot more
about what Melekian’s
admirers call “The Pasadena Way.”
—John Buntin
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GOVERNING’s 18th Annual

A Competitive Edge

Outlook in the States and Localities
provides you with essential

can deliver success in the
high-stakes state and local
government market

forecasts, insights and analysis to
position you and your organization
to succeed in 2010.

Join budget, policy and political
experts from across the state and
local community for in-depth
discussions and practical information
that enable your enterprise to
negotiate current challenges and
opportunities with impact.

• Revenue and spending forecasts
• Policy priorities and political trends
• Government’s shifting roles and
responsibilities
• Stimulus/recovery milestones
and implications
• Focus areas for private sector partners

PLUS… don’t miss the keynote
address from Mark Zandi, Chief
Economist & Co-Founder of
Moody’s Economy.com. He’s back
by popular demand to reﬂect on
2009 and offer strategic economic
February 2-3, 2010
National Press Club, Washington, D.C.

perspectives on the year ahead.

Register Early and Save!
www.governing.com/conferences/outlook
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